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Chapter 1

Introduction

Standard digital gray-scale images are two dimensonal arrays of pixel values pi,j. Indices
i and j stand for the row and the column of the pixel in the array. As the information is
digital, there are always only a �nite amount of possible values for one pixel. The value
of a pixel is the result of a process, where a light sensor in a camera gathers photons
over a certain time interval. The lens of the camera gathers the light so that the rays
from di�erent angles are directed to the same direction. This way one sensor gathers
rays only from one direction. Color images use three di�erent �lters, red, green and
blue (RGB) in front of those sensors and record separately three of those arrays. But
the essential part of the process is still the same as with grayscale images. The energy
level of the light senors go up as they gather more photons. This energy level is then
converted to digital information with an AD-converter (Analog to Digital). This process
is complicated and vulnerable to all kinds of random factors. Before the light reaches the
sensor the radiation from the surroundings cause distraction in it. Even the changes in
the atoms of the lens cause this kind of distractions. Then the senor itself behaves each
time just a bit di�erently. Before the digital conversion there will occur some electrical
distractions. The conversion process may also have some random factors. Basically the
physical reality is always unpredictable and somewhat chaotic. The �nal recorded discrete
values are hardly ever the ideal values for presenting the phenomenon that is somehow
meaningful for us. The target may for example be a white clean table. We would expect
to have values that are close to each other. In addition we would expect them to be either
constantly same values or at least descend or ascend smoothly. But instead the recorded
values are something di�erent. There are changes between the pixels that we feel should
not be there. The values tend to represent the actual target but at the same time, in
these very same values, there seems to be something else. This something else is called
noise. So how do we get rid of the noise if it is recorded in the same values? How to guess
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values which would represent the phenomenon better? For that we need to develop noise
removal methods which all have their own way of guessing.

Noise removal from digital images has proven to be a challenging task. The challenge
is both theoretical and practical. The importance of the research area arises from the fact
that trillions of images are taken every year and they all include noise. Even if very e�ec-
tive and fast applications have been developed for this speci�c task with machine learning,
sometimes we need a solid theoretical model for various reasons, for example in order to
have some guarantees of the behaviour of the result. Unfortunately the applications using
these pre-de�ned models are not computationally cheap.

Figure 1.1: Somewhat noiseless and very noisy version ĝ of the same image.

In 1992 Rudin, Osher and Fatemi proposed in their infamous publication [2] that the
"Total Variation" of a signal can be e�ectively used as a regularising term in image noise
removal. Since then it has proved to be a powerful practical tool in various �elds of
signal processing with di�erent kinds of transformation processes of signals, for example
increasing the resolution of an image or some other re-discretization of the domain.

The combination of separate constant valued parts together with sudden sharp changes
or edges in a single signal is a property that requires speci�c attention and causes di�-
culties for many regularization methods. In inverse problems the measured data always
includes noise, that is undesired random change of values. This change is almost always
rapid in nature. Therefore the process of getting rid of the noise tends to restrict all rapid
change in the signal and smooth the sudden changes. Total variation, however, is able to
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deal with this di�culty and whenever one is dealing with somewhat piecewise constant
signals, for example natural images or 3D-models of certain objects, almost any kind of
transformation can pro�t from it.

In addition to choosing the regularization method suitable for the task in hand, one
has to choose the amount of the regularization. There is certainly no such thing as correct
amount, and neither is there a method that would suit all di�erent situations and needs
in signal processing. In our case the choice of amount of regularization means numerically
choosing the weight parameter α for the total variation based regularising term in the
discrete version of the continuous ROF-model (Rudin, Osher, Fatemi). The discretized
model can be expressed as

f̂ � arg min
f

tα||f ||TV � ||f � ĝ||22u

where ĝ is a measured 2-dimensional discrete image �attened to an n-dimensional vector,
and f is a vector of same dimension. || � ||TV stands for the discrete total variation of
an image, and various versions of it are commonly used. In this thesis I will use the
anisotropic total variation, which is calculated simply by summing together the absolute
values of both vertical and horizontal di�erences of adjacent pixels. That is

||TV ||aniso �
¸
i,j

|pi,j � pi�1,j| � |pi,j � pi,j�1|,

where 2 ¤ i ¤ m and 2 ¤ j ¤ n if n is the width and m is the height of the image.
One can choose the parameter α by hand (see �gure 1.2) for each signal separately,

but it is often desired that the process could somehow be automated. The subject of this
thesis is to represent a recently developed general, so called multiresolution parameter
choice method, and investigate the usefulness of it in image denoising.

α � 3.2 α � 10 α � 32 α � 100

Figure 1.2: Minimizers f̂α with di�erent values of α. The larger values lead to stronger
regularization.
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The multiresolution parameter choice (MRPC) method means choosing the parameter
α based on anisotropic total variation seminorms of signal reconstructions with di�erent
resolutions. Note that the resolution of the discretization of the domain is not �xed, so
one can basically choose to represent the real world function with any resolution. The idea
is to choose the smallest α with which the total variation does not depend signi�cantly on
the resolution. This method has not been tested with image denoising before, where the
resolution change means merely up-sampling and down-sampling the image. MRPC is a
practical tool, but it is based on a theory presented in a recent study [4] and this theory
applies only, when the anisotropic total variation is used which will prove to be problematic
together with image up-sampling. In fact I will show that by using MRPC with any α ¡ 0,
the total variation seminorms of reconstructions with di�erent resolutions greater than
the measurement resolution do not change at all. And for more, even the reconstructions
themselves do not depend on the resolution in the sense that the operation of increasing
the resolution regresses to the nearest value up-sampling and is therefore trivial.

With a small change, proposed by Samuli Siltanen, we will see, that one can still
make use of the multiresolution idea, namely if we shift the domain always by half of
a pixel for each resolution, we get some useful information about the image and the
behaviour of the noise with di�erent values of α. The small contribution of this thesis to
the MRPCmethod research is that it gives insight to the behaviour of noise with these non-
standard reconstruction spaces. After proving the unsuitability of the un-shifted MRPC
to image denoising, I will prove a certain weak convergence of the shifted reconstructions
with �xed value α, and investigate a possible existence of a stronger convergence with
practical methods. The denoising model is very simple, which may give us a possibility to
distinguish meaningful phenomena taking place in the computation merely with evidence
based research.
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Chapter 2

Inverse Problem Formulation

In this section I will brie�y explain what is meant by inverse problems concerning this
thesis and how to mathematically state such. This chapter will clarify notation used later
on. I will also present the concept of regularization and explain why it is needed in image
denoising.

In an inverse problem we have direct or indirect measurements of some unknown func-
tion u, typically a physical real life function or phenomenon. We then try to reconstruct
a numerical approximation of that function. In order to build a reasonable model of re-
ality, one always has to make strong assumptions about endlessly complex phenomena,
which are not guaranteed to follow any conceptual model. A useful model is based on
mathematical ideas about the essential part of the phenomenon so that it can be used as
a tool for extracting information with practical value. Other factors in the phenomenon
in hand are usually conceptualized as a random variable, which is called noise. We know
for certain that even if the model was as complete and as truthful as possible and even
if the measurement was extremely accurate, it will always have some noise which is not
desired in good presentation. One must be careful with choosing a suitable model for the
noise also as it may have dramatic e�ects on the usefulness of the application.

More than often the measurement itself is the result of some transformation of the
function that we want to reconstruct. In X-ray tomography, as presented in a recent study
[4], the unknown function is a physical body or more accurately the X-ray attenuation
function of that body but the measured values consist of projections of the function
from di�erent angles. The publication enlightens the idea that even in a very simple
case, like image denoising, where the measurement excluding the noise is usually a good
presentation of the unknown function itself and the transformation is just an identity
operator, one might still be able to use the more general transformation idea by producing
a reconstruction which is not discretized in the same manner as the measurement. The
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measurements are not the only good representations of the assumed continuous image
from where the measurements are taken.

It is also not trivial to ask what we are trying to reconstruct at all. In image denoising
for example it is hard to say what the perfect image actually means. If the amount
of light hitting the light sensors of a camera over a period of time is considered as the
perfect image, then the ideal image actually has a lot of information which looks like
noise. Another way would be to conceptualize the light emitting intensity of the actual
object of the image to the lens as the ground truth. The numbers that we receive from the
measurement are in these both cases the integrals of the ground truth over an area, but
in the latter case they are also integrals over a period of time. In both cases we can try
to make a reconstruction with di�erent integral areas than the ones that we are receiving
in the measurements.

u : X Ñ R u : Ω Ñ R f : Ωn Ñ R

Figure 2.1: Imaginary ground truth of ideal image is not unambiguous. The leftmost
image represents the phenomenon which does not generally need to be restricted to a
compact domain. In the middle the domain is a compact rectangle. The rightmost
discrete approximation is usually considered as three di�erent vectors of size height �
width as the rows of the �nite two dimensional arrays can be written one after another.
Note that even if the actual measurement which is the image, consists of time integrals,
we can think that our reconstruction does not.

2.1 The Model And Notation

Throughout this thesis the unknown function de�ned in a continuous compact d-dimensinal
euclidian domain Ω � Rd is represented with u : Ω Ñ R. The space Ω � Zd is considered
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as a discretization of Ω. The general inverse problem model can then be stated as

ĝ � Apuq � e

where ĝ P Rm is the discrete numerical measurement, which is always �nite dimensional.
A is the theory based transformation and discretization process and e P Rm is the modelled
noise.

Sometimes we may be able to recover a continuous reconstruction of u, if it can be
expressed as a mathematical formula. For example an engineer might want to �nd a
formula to a magnetic �eld of which basic shape is known otherwise, but some �nite
amount of parameters are unknown. The recovered function would then be a theoretical
continuous function and de�ned in the whole Rd. Still usually in inverse problems we
are dealing with functions or phenomena that are not possible to describe with a single
formula. Then we need to make a discrete �nite model of the desired function.

We build the discrete model by replacing Apuq with Apfq, where f : Ωn Ñ Y is the
discrete and �nite ideal presentation of u before the transformation. So Ωn is a �nite
subset of Ω. A is therefore only the transformation part of A. It is a convention to
consider f merely as an n-dimensional vector and A as a function which takes an n-
dimensional argument and maps it to some m-dimensional output. The discrete model
then takes the form

ĝ � Apfq � e.

Operator A can be linear as well as non-linear and in this thesis I will use the notation
Af without the parenthesis whenever the operator is linear so that if f is �attened to a
column vector, A becomes an n�m matrix.

Note that the dimension d of the domain Ω of u is �nite, but the dimension of u as
a vector of a function space is not even countable. It is usually reasonable to consider Ω
compact so that A represents an operator, which maps continuous functions de�ned in a
compact subset of Rd to �nite vectors. When we talk about total variation of a discrete
image f P Rn, we also mean the total variation of a discrete function f de�ned in a �nite
set, presented with a vector in Rn.

From the general discrete model we try to reconstruct some f̂ which is a useful ap-
proximation of the unknown f . Both u and f will always stay unknown since it is clear
that some of the information has been lost because of the random noise and rounding
errors that numerical approximation produces. But in general model this is not the only
problem and more than often one is dealing with so called "ill-posed" problem which is
de�ned later in this chapter.

Typically in grayscale image denoising ĝ, f and e are considered n� n grids �attened
to N � 1 vectors where n2 � N so ĝ, f , e P RN and A P RN � RN is the identity matrix.
The model then reduces to

ĝ � f � e.
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However recall that in this thesis I will make use of the general model even with this
simple problem by experimenting with a shift operator B, which will be presented in
chapter 6.2.

2.2 Inverse Problems In a Probabilistic Framework

After a careful formulation of the theoretical model it is possible to state the problem of
�nding a good reconstruction. This can be seen as a probabilistic maximization task. The
uncertainty in the model is the result of the noise and the nature of the operator A, which
is not necessarily injection. A reasonable estimate of u or f would be one with a very big
probability in the light of all the knowledge we have. According to Bayes theorem:

ppu|ĝq � 1

ppĝqppuqppĝ|uq.

where ppxq stands for the value of some probability density function p at the point x.
So one option is to try to maximize this value. The term ppĝq does not depend on u so
the maximum a posteriori (MAP ) -estimate is de�ned as

û � arg max
u

ppuqppĝ|uq.

If we know the distribution of the noise, we know the formula of ppĝ|uq. But the
term ppuq is problematic. If we decide to leave it out and make no assumptions about
u we are left with the maximum likelihood estimate which will usually be useless from
various reasons. With the simple image estimation from noisy data and basic Gaussian
noise assumption with the mean vector 0 and the identity covariance matrix, the maximum
likelihood estimate will be any u in the continuous domain, with which Apuq � ĝ. Because
in this case Au � Af � f , then the discrete maximum likelihood estimate f̂ will be the
actual noisy measurement which obviously does not resolve the problem of reducing noise
in a suitable way. This can be veri�ed with the density function

ppĝ|uq � 1?
2πσn

expp�1

2

ņ

i�1

pĝi �Apuqiq2q

� 1?
2πσn

expp�1

2

ņ

i�1

pĝi � fiq2q.

The discrete presentation of the maximum likelihood estimate û will then be
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f̂ � arg max
f

t 1?
2πσn

expp�1

2

ņ

i�1

pĝi � fiq2u

� arg min
f
t
ņ

i�1

pĝi � fiq2u � ĝ.

When the model is ill-posed, the noise and the numerical rounding errors will produce
other kinds of di�culties, even if the primary goal would not be removing the noise. So it
is obvious that some kind of assumptions about the distribution of the original signal are
needed. Considering some apriori distribution ppuq leading to apriori ppfq will produce
the following discrete MAP-estimate

f̂ � arg max
f

tppfq 1?
2πσn

expp�1

2

ņ

i�1

pĝi � fiq2qu

� arg min
f
lnpppfqq �

ņ

i�1

pĝi � fiq2.

However such MAP estimate f̂ is not necessarily unique or it might not even exist with
a general distribution pu. Also sometimes the MAP estimate will actually be poorly
justi�ed as it is just a point estimate and even if the probability ppu|ĝq will be the highest
at that point, it might be that most of the distribution mass actually lies somewhere else.
Those situations suggest that it might be better to use the expected value of ppf |ĝq as the
reconstruction. This however could also be a bad estimate when the distribution is multi
modal.

Because the actual distribution of u is anyway always a mystery, it might not be a good
idea to even try to state the problem in a strictly probabilistic framework. Instead we can
replace the term lnppupfqq or alike with a more practical regularization term that will play
the role of a priori knowledge. This term can be constructed and tested with practical
results. The likelihood term is usually easier to handle, as the noise can often be modelled
with some suitable uni-modal distribution like multivariate normal distribution. Together
sum of these terms can be considered as some kind of energy function. In order to achieve
reasonable results, these both terms must always be carefully chosen and tailored for the
concrete problem in question.
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2.3 Computational Model With Regularization

In the light of probabilistic view, we build the computational model by using some a
priori knowledge or assumptions about the distribution of the unknown function, and
constructing regularization terms based on it. In this context regularization refers to
adding some factors to the equation of the computational model which will make sure
that the problem always has a unique solution and that the solution is not too sensitive
to noise.

This thesis will generally use the following non-constrained computational model:

f̂ � arg min
f
tEpAf , ĝq � αRegpfqu,

where Ep�, �q de�nes some kind of error or di�erence between two vectors and Regp�q
de�nes a regularization error calculated from f . Coe�cient α is a matter of free choice
and will e�ect the regularization intensity.

With total variation and Gaussian noise simpli�cation this leads to

f̂ � arg min
f
t||Af � ĝ||22 � α||f ||TV u.

The total variation seminorm || � ||TV will be clari�ed in the next Chapter. Other
typical regularization terms are found from for example Tikhonov -regularization also
known as Ridge regression or L2 -regularization Regp�q � 1

2
|| � ||22 and the L1-norm based,

so called Lasso -regularization where Regp�q � || � ||1. Even if these terms are all known
to be convex functions, only the second one, Tikhonov, is di�erentiable everywhere. If
α is strictly greater than zero, it is guaranteed, that a problem regularized with any of
those three terms, will always have a unique solution. With bigger α values, the model
will become less vulnerable to noise. However too big values diminish the e�ect of the
measurement so that the a priori assumption will dominate the reconstruction and the
model will fail to produce the desired function.

2.4 Ill-posed Problem

The de�nition of ill-posedness is usually based on the de�nition of well-posed problem pro-
posed by a French Mathematician Jacques Hadamard in 1902 [9]. According to Hadamard
a problem is well posed if all the following conditions are satis�ed

1. Existence: There exists a solution.
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2. Uniqueness: The solution is unique.

3. Stability: The solution depends continuously on the data.

If one of them does not hold, then the problem is ill-posed. Based on this de�nition direct
evaluations of mathematical continuous functions are examples of well-posed problems,
even if the solution would be impossible to calculate or approximate accurately. If x
is given, with any continuous function f , the solution y � fpxq is always existent and
unique, and it depends continuously on data, which is x in this case. However solving
x from the equation x2 � 4 is not well-posed as there exists two possible solutions. In
the strict sense the evaluation of a staircase function is not well-posed, because of the
discontinuous behaviour.

This thesis is mainly concerned about well-posed and ill-posed equations, and not
general problems. When for example the operator A in the de�ned model does not have
an inverse-operator or the inverse of A is not continuous which means that A�1 can
map very small di�erences in the measurement to extremely large jumps in the original
domain, the problem in continuous domain is considered ill-posed. In order to get useful
reconstructions, we need to make use of regularization.

This thesis considers a discrete model ĝ � Af � e ill-posed if one of the following
holds:

- The operator A is not a invertible.

- The inverse operator of A is not numerically stable.

The last clause usually roughly corresponds to discontinuity of A�1 in the continuous
space. Now it is good to notice that even if the model with the former de�nition in
pure image denoising is well-posed, one can argue [8], that we are more interested in the
gradient of the unknown function than the actual function itself. Recovering the gradient
from measured data is certainly ill-posed. I want to make a distinction between the ill-
posedness of a model, and the ill-posedness of a problem, because the former may have a
signi�cant e�ect on the the multiresolution parameter choice method. With invertible A
of small rank the naive solution f � A�1ĝ is always existent, unique and stable. So it is
worth investigating what the e�ect of choosing a more dense domain is in these cases, as
then one also chooses an ill-posed model, when there is already a well-posed one present.

Suppose we had a simple and ideal ground truth f that we would try to reconstruct
and a known linear operator A. And suppose that we would have very good measurement
equipment which would result in a very small noise level and high accuracy and we
therefore decided to leave those factors out of the model. We would then simply like
to be able to calculate f from the equation. ĝ � Af . Now consider a non invertible
matrix:
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A �
�

0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5

�
which calculates the mean of two components in a vector and �lls both output com-

ponents with it and a measurement:

ĝ �
�

500
500

�
.

Now we could as well believe the actual f was r500, 500sT as r�23000, 24000s. The
range of the suitable solutions is endless. In order to get any useful estimate f̂ one must
make some additional apriori assumptions. Another kind of problematic situation would
be if A was known to be approximately

A �
�
�1 0

0 1
1 1

�
�

and the measured data would be

ĝ �
�
�0.2

0.2
0

�
� .

Now there does not exist a solution for the problem as A is not a surjection and the
solution is out of the range of A. So how would we interpolate the actual measurement
to a suitable vector? A third kind of problem would rise with matrix

A �
�

1 0
0 10�9

�
and a measurement

ĝ �
�

1
0

�

Now we now exactly that the naive solution would be f̂ � r1, 0sT . But if we had just a
little bit more accurate measurement equipment we could instead receive a measurement:

ĝ �
�

1.001
0.0005

�
.

The calculation of the �rst component of estimated f would still somewhat close to
one, but the second component would give us an estimate of 2 � 106. Two almost identical
measurements would lead to estimates r1, 0sT and r1.001, 2000000s. It is clear that this
kind of model is useless.
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The last problem arises often in more complicated inverse problems. It is the numerical
instability of the formation function and with linear cases is easy to identify with the
eigenvalues of A. If the rank of the matrix is big so that there is a major scale di�erence
between the absolute values of the smallest and the largest eigenvalues, the extremely
small ones will produce lots of instability in for example in least squares solutions, and
the model is therefore highly sensitive to noise and any inaccuracies. The samples above
are just dummy examples, but the mechanism is the same with interesting real world
problems.

A good practical example can be found from X-ray tomography. Without regulariza-
tion there exists in�nite amount of possible reconstructions. Even very low noise in the
measurement can make the reconstruction totally useless, if there is not enough regular-
ization. The reconstruction can become basically pure noise, which we can be certain is
out of the reasonable domain. We know for example that human brain in liquid does not
attenuate X-rays randomly. On the other hand, too strong regularization with the usual
regularization methods will produce a constant value image, which of course is also a poor
estimate of human brain. Speci�c regularization methods tend to produce certain kinds
of results which can be seen as samples from the high probability area of the distributions
that the methods de�ne.
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Chapter 3

The De�nition Of Total Variation

In this section I will introduce the de�nition of total variation (TV). The de�nition that
is used will not be the modern de�nition used in measure theory. Instead I will consider
the traditional de�nition of total variation of functions in Rn. Later on the total variation
of discrete signals is derived for practical purpose. The goal with discrete TV is to try to
approximate the total variation of the function u P Ω, that some discrete approximate f
represents. This turns out to be a challenging task with no correct solution.

Total variation can be de�ned for a large range of functions, of which only a small
subset will be essential for the applications concerning image restoration. First of all we
will focus on functions de�ned in 2-dimensional spaces. Secondly we will mainly restrict
to functions de�ned in compact subsets of R2.

It is not straightforward to understand the general concept of total variation just by
looking at the de�nition. I want to make this thesis approachable also for BSc students, so
after the general de�nition, I will try to build some kind of intuition behind the abstract
de�nition in order to understand the phenomenon behind the rigorous theory while still
laying the essay on solid mathematical grounds. Feel free to jump over the regarding
subsection.

3.1 The de�nition of total variation in euclidian spaces

De�nition 3.1. Let Ω be an open subset of Rn. Given a function f belonging to L1pΩq,
the total variation of f in Ω is de�ned as

V pf,Ωq :� sup
φ
t
»

Ω

fpxqdivpφqdx : φ P C1
c pΩ,Rnq, ||φ||8 ¤ 1u
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where C1
c pΩ,Rnq is the set of continuously di�erentiable vector-valued functions of

compact support contained in Ω, L1pΩq is the set of Lebesgue-integrable functions in Ω.
The norm || � ||8 is the essential supremum norm and divpφq is the divergence of φ. That
is

divpφpxqq �
ḑ

i�1

Biφpxqi

While function φ has to have compact support in Ω, the de�nition does not restrict
Ω to be bounded. It is notable that this de�nition results to isotropy. Total variation of
a function is invariant to rotations, translations and changing sign. As well is the total
variation invariant to mirroring where gpxq � upa� xq with �xed a P Rn. Later on we
will notice that in discrete space all these desired properties are hard to achieve.

There is an equivalent de�nition for V pf,Ωq which uses the concept of distributional
derivative. This formulation has the advantage that it makes it easier to see the idea
behind the de�nition. The formulation is as follows:

V pf,Ωq � sup
φ
txd1rf s � φy : φ P C1

c pΩ,Rnq, ||φ||8 ¤ 1u

� sup
φ
t
»

Ω

d1rf spxqφpxqdx : φ P C1
c pΩ,Rnq, ||φ||8 ¤ 1u,

where d1rf s denotes the distributional derivative of f . In this essay we will use the
former in order to avoid de�ning the distributional derivative. However if f is di�erentiable
and Ω is bounded, then the distributional derivative of f is the gradient ∇ of f and for
more:

V pf,Ωq �
»

Ω

||∇fpxq||2dx.

In order to make the idea of total variation understandable, I will state the proof of
this statement, as

³
Ω
||∇fpxq||2dx is easy to interpret intuitively as the total change of

the function value throughout the domain.

Theorem 3.2. Let Ω � Rn be open bounded set with BΩ of class C1 and f P C1pΩq. Also
let φ P C1

c pΩ,Rnq, ||φ||8 ¤ 1. The following statement holds:

sup
φ
t
»

Ω

fpxqdivpφqdx : φ P C1
c pΩ,Rnq, ||φ||8 ¤ 1u �

»
Ω

||∇fpxq||dx,

where || � || stands for l2 -norm.
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Before the �nal proof, a helpful equality will be proven:

Theorem 3.3. Under the conditions of the theorem, the following equality holds:»
Ω

fpxqdivpφq dx � �
»

Ω

∇fpxq � φpxq

Proof. The divergence theorem states, that under given circumstances, for any vector �eld
F: »

Ω

divpFq �
»
BΩ

F � n

Now if we substitute F � fφ, we get:»
Ω

divpfφq �
»
BΩ

fφ � n,

where by de�nition φ � 0 on the border BΩ, so:»
Ω

divpfφq � 0.

Now we can simply calculate:

»
Ω

divpfφq �
»

Ω

ņ

i�1

Bxipfφiq

�
»

Ω

ņ

i�1

pBxifφi � Bxiφifq

�
»

Ω

ņ

i�1

Bxifφi �
»

Ω

ņ

i�1

Bxiφif

�
»

Ω

∇f � φ�
»

Ω

fdivpφq � 0,

which implies that: »
Ω

fpxqdivpφpxqqdx � �
»

Ω

∇fpxq � φpxq.

Now we proceed with the proof of the theorem.
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Proof. First notice that:

�
»

Ω

∇fpxq � φpxqdx

¤ |
»

Ω

∇fpxq � φpxqdx| ¤
»

Ω

|∇fpxq � φpxq|dx

¤
»

Ω

||∇fpxq||2||φpxq||2dx ¤
»

Ω

||∇fpxq||dx.
Taking a supremum over the functions φ, we get:

V pf,Ωq ¤
»

Ω

||∇fpxq||dx

On the other hand we can de�ne function sequence pφ�kqkPN by �rst de�ning

φkpxq � �Ifpxq�0Ir�k,ksn
∇fpxq
||∇fpxq|| ,

where rk, ksn stands for n-dimensional cube with side length of k. Whenever ∇f is the
zero vector, we set φkpxq � 0 to make sure that dividing with ||∇fpxq|| is possible. Even
if φk is not necessarily a C1

c -function, since C
1
c is dense in L1, for each k we can take an

arbitrary close approximation φ�k P C1
c pΩ,Rnq so that it has a continuous and bounded

gradient and : »
Ω

∇fpxq � φ�kpxqdx �
»

Ω

∇fpxq � φkpxqdx
Functions φ�k now satisfy the terms of a suitable function φ in the de�nition, and:

limkÑ8

»
Ω

fpxqdivpφ�kpxqqdx

� lim
kÑ8

�
»

Ω

∇fpxq � φ�kpxq � lim
kÑ8

»
Ω

�∇fpxq � φkpxq

� lim
kÑ8

»
Ω

�Ifpxq�0Ir�k,ksn∇fpxq � p� ∇fpxq
||∇fpxq||q dx

� lim
kÑ8

»
Ω

Ifpxq�0Ir�k,ksn
||∇fpxq||2
||∇fpxq|| dx � lim

kÑ8

»
Ω

Ifpxq�0Ir�k,ksn ||∇fpxq|| dx.

� lim
kÑ8

»
r�k,ksnXfpxq�0

||∇fpxq|| dx �
»

Ω

||∇fpxq||dx
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So we have a sequence of suitable functions pφ�kqkPN with which the ascending real
number sequence

pzkqkPN �
»

Ω

fpxqdivpφ�kpxqqdx

converges to
³
Ω
||∇fpxq||dx and for all φ:»

Ω

fpxqdivpφpxqqdx ¤
»

Ω

||∇fpxq||dx.
This implies that:

V pf,Ωq :� sup
φ
t
»

Ω

fpxqdivpφpxqqdx : φ P C1
c pΩ,Rnq, ||φ||8 ¤ 1u �

»
Ω

||∇fpxq||dx.

3.2 The Intuition Behind the De�nition

First consider one dimensional smooth functions f de�ned in closed interval ra, bs. Our
goal is to �nd out how much the fpxq will go up and down as a total. This will be easy
to measure if the function is monotonic. We just calculate |fpbq� fpaq|. If the function is
not monotonic, but can be divided to �nite amount of monotonic parts, we could de�ne
the total variation as

°n
1�1 |fpxiq� fpxi�1q| with suitable xi. In fact the generalization of

this de�nition to wider range of functions with the help of the concept of supremum in
1-dimensional case is sometimes used in scienti�c literature. The total variation is then
de�ned as

supt
ņ

1�1

|fpxiq � fpxi�1q|u,

where the supremum is taken over all �nite partitions of ra, bs. This de�nition does
not even require that the function is well behaving. But our goal is to make sense of the
original even more general de�nition. If f is continuously di�erentiable with �nite amount
of local optima xi we notice that according to the fundamental theorem of calculus:

ņ

1�1

|fpxiq � fpxi�1q| �
ņ

1�1

|
» xi
xi�1

f 1pxqdx|

�
ņ

1�1

» xi
xi�1

|f 1pxq|dx �
» b
a

|f 1pxq|dx
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where the equality between the �rst and the second row follows from the fact that the
derivative does not change sign on the interval in question. So the total variation can
then be presented as

ņ

1�1

» xi
xi�1

|f 1pxq|dx

�
» b
a

|f 1pxq|dx

This would certainly be a nice formulation for the Total Variation of a 1-dimensional
function. But it is obvious that the concept of the sum of going up and down would make
sense even if the function did not have a derivative everywhere. It would not matter if
for example the local maxima would be sharp. And indeed with continuous functions, if
there is only countable, possibly in�nite set of those non-di�erentiable points, we could
just de�ne the derivative be for example an arbitrary sub-derivative for those points, as
the measure of non-di�erentiable points would be zero and they would not contribute to
the integral at all.

For continuous cases and sub-derivatives the former de�nition would be enough. But
still there is a set of particularly interesting functions for the applications of Total Varia-
tion, where this kind of de�nition is not enough, namely discontinuous functions. Actually
very simple well behaving discontinuous functions are precisely the kind of functions where
the value of total variation regularization as a practical tool is remarkable. For more it is
totally meaningful to talk about increasing and decreasing parts of this kind of functions
- like for example normal staircase functions - and calculate the total amount of increase
and decrease of those functions. However we can not neglect a single discontinuous point
like we can do with simply non-di�erentiable point because in discontinuous points, the
value of the functions take a jump up or down and our goal was speci�cally to measure
this change.

In one-dimensional case - as was mentioned above - the supremum over the sums is
enough, but because we need something applicable also to 2-dimensional cases, we can
not settle for it. In order to achieve something general we will approximate discontinuous
functions with functions which are continuous and even di�erentiable. This is why we
need the de�nition stated in the beginning of this chapter. Possibly the most e�ective
formula for understanding the idea is the integral of the volume of the gradient:»

Ω

||∇fpxq||dx,

if we just remember that the gradient means the distributional gradient allowing jumps.
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Now the reader hopefully has achieved some meaningful intuition about the concept of
total variation and understood that the somewhat complicated de�nition of total variation
is just a rigorous way to measure the total amount of change in a function. The de�nition
needs to be valid with also discontinuous functions de�ned in unbounded spaces and
for that we need the complex form. It makes sense, that for example with an in�nite

descending staircase f : p0,8q Ñ R, fpxq � 1
2

txu
, the total variation of f is one. The

jump to the second step is 1
2
, whereas the jump to the third step is 1

4
and so on. So clearly

the total change converges to one. Mirroring the staircase also to the negative side as an
ascending part, would produce a function with the total variation of two.

For applied mathematics the total variation of especially the discontinuous functions
is interesting, because when total variation is used as a regularization term of noisy data
reconstruction, it is enabling discontinuous piecewise constant reconstructed signals, and
yet it can get rid of the noise. This invention is a result of a famous research led by Rudin,
Osher and Fatemi [2]. It is a remarkable achievement since traditionally noise reduction
methods have produced smoothed reconstructions which are not always desirable. Noise
itself is rapid change in values and removing this change tends to remove all rapid changes
in signals, which is in other words smoothing. However in natural images we often expect
to see piecewise constant surfaces and their sharp edges. Here lies the strength of total
variation.

3.3 The De�nition Of Total Variation Of a Discrete Im-

age

In this chapter the problematic of de�ning the total variation of discrete 2-dimensional
images will be discussed. First I will introduce the two de�nitions that are on the core
of this thesis, isotropic and anisotropic total variation of discrete two dimensional func-
tion, but also go through some other possible de�nitions that are commonly used. I will
concentrate on rectangular and usually square spaces, but also shortly introduce other
kinds of discretizations of continuous two dimensional spaces Ω. The latter will help us
to bring visible the problems of de�ning the discrete total variation. It will also help
us to understand the motivation and grounds for a speci�c automatic parameter choice
method for real-world signal noise removal problems which will play an important role in
this thesis.
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3.3.1 Isotropic And Anisotropic Total Variation

De�nition 3.4. Let Ωn � tpj, kq P N2 : 0   j, k ¤ nu. Let the graph of f : Ωn Ñ R be an
n� n discrete image �attened as a vector of size n2 � 1 row by row such that index pj, kq
in the image responds to index i � ppk � 1qn � jq and function value fpj, kq responds to
pixel value fppk�1qn�jq so that fpj, kq � fi.

The isotropic total variation of f is de�ned as

||f ||TVn �
1

n

n2¸
i�1

b
|fi� � fi|2 � |fi� � fi|2,

where fi is a pixel valued where fi� refers to the right neighbour of fi if such exists, and fi
�

refers to the upper neighbour if such exists. When ever they do not exist, the di�erence
is considered zero. For later use, we similarily de�ne fi

� as the lower neighbour and fi�
as the left neighbour of fi.

Similarly the anisotropic total variation of f is then de�ned as

||f ||TVa �
1

n

n2¸
i�1

p|fi� � fi| � |fi� � fi|q,

which will be in the core of this thesis.

It is not necessary to restrict the domain to be square nor to normalize the sum by
dividing with n and often the discrete total variation is de�ned even without the rect-
angular domain requirement. Because the normalizing constant has no e�ect in a single
penalty minimization task, it is usually left out. However this thesis will de�nitely need
the normalization because it will speci�cally pay attention to multi-resolution reconstruc-
tion methods, and increasing resolution increases the sum even if the higher resolution
reconstruction would be identical to the one with lower resolution. So there has to be a
method for comparing the total variation between di�erent resolutions. That means that
we always assume Ω � r0, 1s2 and also Ωn for all n to have a measure of one. Therefore
pj, kq P Ωn has a counterpart xpj,kq � pj � 1

2
, k � 1

2
q{n P r0, 1s2.

It may be a bit surprising that dividing by n is the correct way to normalize the total
variation seminorm even if the vector space dimensionality is always n2. There are solid
basis to this claim. Mathematical argument for the normalization is that because we
are trying to approximate the total variation of the original image while assuming the
two dimensional measure of the continuous domain Ω is one, we should state the actual
approximation process rigorously which in anisotropic case takes the form of
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»
Ω

|∇fpxq|dx � 1

n2

¸
1¤i,j n

|fpxpj,kqq � fpxpj,kq � 1
n
ex1q| � |fpxpj,kqq � fpxpj,kq � 1

n
ex1q|

1
n

� 1

n

¸
1¤k,j n

|fpxpj,kqq � fpxpj,kq � 1

n
ex1q| � |fpxpj,kqq � fpxpj,kq � 1

n
ex1q|

� 1

n

n2¸
i�1

p|fi� � fi| � |fi� � fi|q.

The accuracy of the approximation is poor if n is not big enough to capture the variation
of the continuous f .

We should pay attention to the simpli�ed gradient version of the de�nition of contin-
uous total variation and why we can use it here. It is somewhat philosophical question
whether the real life functions are continuous or not as it is also the same issue with the
domain of reality. Because the space of continuously di�erentiable functions is dense, and
we are never dealing with the actual function, we do not even have to argue about it.
The measurements are able to make statements about the targeted function only by limit
values. So however �ne the resolution of the measurements is, we can never be sure if a
discontinuity in an image would mean discontinuity in the real function. The same goes
with di�erentiability. Our measurements are never continuous or di�erentiable. So for
simplicity it is a good idea to assume that the target is continuously di�erentiable and
de�ne the total variation as an approximation of the integral of the norm of the gradient.

The practical e�ect of normalization is, that this procedure will produce exactly the
same result with two di�erent resolutions if the visual image looks exactly the same with
those resolutions. It is true that if the pixel-values are bounded separately, the maximum
possible total variation of an image will increase greatly by increasing the resolution,
which usually is an undesired property of normalization process. But in this case it is
only natural. With the higher resolution it is possible to represent more variation in the
function so the lower resolution just fails to represent the correct values for all functions.
But the total variation value each resolution produces for the functions in their own range
are correctly normalized to the �ner resolution values of the same image.

It is of course possible to make the discretization of two dimensional function with
some other method than de�ning a grid. If the essential function domain would be for
example always a circle in a speci�c application, it might be a good idea to make a round
net instead of a rectangular grid. Then the de�nition of the discrete total variation would
face other di�culties, as the gradient approximation would have to be made in some
other way than just by calculating the vertical and horizontal pixel-di�erences. This is
why orthogonal grids are most commonly used.
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3.3.2 An Overview To The Di�erent Total Variation Approxima-

tions Of Grid Spaces

So far we have introduced two possible de�nitions of the discrete total variation, isotropic
and anisotropic. Isotropy refers to invariance with respect to rotation, axis mirroring and
sign of the function. As we stated before, the continuous de�nition of total variation
has these properties. But the anisotropic version using l1-norm does not. However the
situation is more complicated with discrete space. It is impossible to de�ne an unam-
biguous way to rotate a function in discrete rectangular space. It still would be nice to
have a de�nition which respects the isotropy at least with mirroring, change of sign and
90 degrees rotation. It turns out that actually anisotropic de�nition has these properties,
but the isotropic does not.

The anisotropic version overestimates the total variation of functions except the ones
which pointwise have only strictly horizontal or strictly vertical change of values. There-
fore the minimization favours vertical and horizontal structures, which is not generally
desirable. However it is at least consistent. Like the �gure 3.1 suggests, diagonal edges in
the actual functions will lead to too large anisotropic total variation values, in the worst
case scenario by the factor of

?
2. The isotropic total variation will be almost correct with

respect to one diagonal direction if the resolution is high enough, but it will have incorrect
value with the other diagonal direction. So clearly they are not optimal approximations.

The core of the discrete total variation de�nition is the sum of estimated gradient
volumes between discrete points. The gradient volumes are usually assosiated with a
single point and denoted |∇fi| which leads to following general form

n2¸
i�1

|∇fi|

In addition to anisotropic de�nition |∇fi| � |∇fi�| � |∇fi
�| and isotropic de�nition

|∇fi| �
a
|∇fi

�|2 � |∇fi�|2, where |∇�fi| is a shorthand for |fi� � fi| and |∇�fi| is a
shorthand for |fi��fi| there exists various di�erent suggestions which use |∇�fi| � |fi��fi|
and |∇�fi| � |fi� � fi| like

- central di�erence |∇fi| �
app∇�fi �∇�fiq{2q2 � pp∇�fi �∇�fiq{2q2

- geometric average |∇fi| �
app∇�fiq2 � p∇�fiq2q{2 � pp∇�fiq2 � p∇�fiq2q{2

- min-mod |∇fi| �
a
mp∇�fi,∇�fiq2 �mp∇�fi,∇�fiq2

- upwind = |∇fi| �
apmaxp∇�fi, 0q2 � maxp∇�fi, 0q2q{2 � pmaxp∇�fi, 0q2 � maxp∇�fi, 0q2q{2
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TVISO � 1.4142 TVISO � 1.4142

TVISO � 1.3675 TVISO � 1.6360

Figure 3.1: Isotropic total variation seminorms of a diagonal jump. The continuous
images above have both the value

?
2, but the discrete version is not dependent only on

the resolution, but also orientation. As the resolution goes to in�nity, the value if the
discrete one on the left will go towards

?
2, but the rightmost goes towards 1 � ?

0.5.
Anisotropic seminorm gives the result of two with both continuous and discrete functions
in the �gure.

where left and down di�erences are denoted ∇� and ∇�. Min-mod operator m is de�ned
as

mpa, bq � signpaq � signpbq
2

minp|a|, |b|q.
All the de�nitions have their own strengths and drawbacks. More complicated recent
proposals like "Shannon Total Variation" [3], and duality based total variation proposed
by Laurent Condat [1] have been able to tackle the isotropy di�culties with good success.
On the other hand they are not as easy and fast to compute as the simple isotropic
and anisotropic de�nitions, and since total variation minimization algorithms are already
heavy processes we stick with anisotropic version which is fast to compute and has the
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desirable invariance properties.
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Chapter 4

Using Total Variation Regularization In

Image Noise Removal

In 1992 Rudin, Osher, and Fatemi proposed that the proper regularization term for noise
removal in natural images is total variation. Their proposition has since been called as
the ROF -model named after their initials. In this chapter I will state the computational
image reconstruction model following this proposition. The methods and algorithms for
aquiring the solution will be brie�y discussed.

4.1 Computational Model For Image Noise Removal

Based on ROF-model, the discrete reconstruction f̂ can be denoted

f̂ � arg min
1

2
||f � ĝ||22 � α||f ||TV ,

where ĝ is the discrete measurement image and α � σ2

mpΩq
is the regularizing term which

depends on the estimated variance σ2 of the noise in the image and the measure or area
of the domain Ω. Total variation regularization will implicitly lead to assumption that
the most probable functions a priori are constant, and images with more variation have
smaller a priori probability. The choice of the parameter α adjusts the strength of that
tendency.

There is no closed form solution for this problem, and �nding f̂ will require the use
of somewhat complex and slow iterative algorithms. In this thesis I will not dive deep
into those algorithms but only state the actual choice of the thesis with no proofs about
convergence. There is also an upside in the absence of the closed form solution. Because
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the solution of the problem cannot be stated with a simple or even complex mathematical
formula, it is also impossible to mislead the model with input that is manipulated. This
kind of cheating is a known issue for example in much faster Denoising Neural Networks
which can be fooled for example treating the input as a variable and manipulating it
instead of the weights [10].

4.2 The Algorithm

Various algorithms have been developed for solving the minimizer of the ROF -model.
The need to be able to use some operator A in the slightly more general model

f̂ � arg min
f

1

2
||Af � ĝ||22 � α||f ||TV

for testing various resolutions in addition to regular denoising identity operator places
an extra requirement for the chosen algorithm. What we need is a bit more general l1
-regularization algorithm.

One easy to use implementation of such is found from the "�exbox" -tool written for
Matlab by Hendrik Dirks [6]. It o�ers a �exible general core for solving convex opti-
mization problems by so called primal-dual algorithm and a respectable range of already
implemented tools.

In this thesis A and A have consistently been used as the operator transforming the
unknown function to the measurement vector. I will stick to this notation, but it is
very common in papers concerning convex optimization algorithms to use A as a general
linear operator in the role which in our case is the di�erence operator of total variation.
Instead I will use Df to denote the transformation from pixel values fi to di�erence vectors
∇fi � r∇xfi,∇yfisT . Note that D is a 2N � N , which consists of blocks Di P R2�N so
that D � rD1, D2, � � � , DN sT and ||Dif || � |∇fi| which can be any norm.

The term primal-dual refers to a certain kind of formulation of a minimization problem.
In our case the minimization problem can be equivalently written in primal-dual form

f̂ � arg min
y

arg max
xPX

α

n
yTDx� 1

2
||Ay � ĝ||2

where X � tx P RN : ||x||8 ¤ 1u. Here y is called the primal variable and x is called the
dual variable. This formulation is a result of the general vector norm equality

||a|| � max
||b||¤1

aTb
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following straight from Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the following observation:

||y||TV �
Ņ

i

||DT
i y||

�
Ņ

i

max
||xi||¤1

pDT
i yqTxi

� max
xPX

Ņ

i

yTDixi

� max
xPX

yTDx

The primal-dual algorithm is based on iteratively minimizing the primal and maxi-
mizing the dual variable until they are close to each other. The speci�cs of the algorithm
go well beyond the scope of this thesis. More information about these subjects can be
found from publications [5] and [7] and from the manual of the Matlab -tool - �exbox [6].
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Chapter 5

Multiresolution Parameter Choice

Method For Total Variation

Regularization

This chapter shortly introduces the idea of multiresolution parameter choice method
(MRPC) in total variation based regularization. The method was developed for X-ray
tomography by Niinimaki, Lassas, Hämäläinen, Kallonen, Kolehmainen, Niemi, and Silta-
nen. Their publication [4] presents a certain theoretical convergence result, and a practical
method for automatically choosing the regularization parameter α. I will try to follow the
notation of this publication and state the concepts and de�nitions as they are stated in it.
The aim is to build a coherent notation, theoretical background and a solid framework to
the actual contribution of this thesis which includes showing the unsuitability of MRPC
to simple image denoising and experimenting with a closely related idea of transferring
the domain.

5.1 De�nitions For Convergence Theorem

Let D be the square r0, 1s2 � R2.

De�nition 5.1. The space BV pDq consists of functions u P L1pDq whose distributional
derivative ∇u belongs to MpD,R2q and for which

sup
ϕ
tx∇u, ϕy|ϕ P CcpD,R2q, ||ϕl||8 ¤ 1u   8,

where MpD,R2q denotes R2-valued Borel measures on D.
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De�nition 5.2. De�ne an anisotropic seminorm for BV pDq in weak form by

V pu;Dq �
2̧

l�1

sup
ϕl

tx BuBxl

, ϕlpxlqy, ϕl P CcpD,R2q, ||ϕ||l ¤ 1u

This de�nition uses the distributive derivative Bu
Bxl

but it is equivalent to

2̧

l�1

sup
ϕl

t
»
D

uϕ1
l
pxlqdx, ϕl P CcpD,R2q, ||ϕl||8 ¤ 1u

If u is smooth, this simpli�es to

V pu;Dq �
»
D

| du
dx1

| � | du
dx2

|dx.

The anisotropic ABV norm is de�ned by

||u||ABV pDq :� ||u||L1pDq � V pu;Dq.
Two di�erent concepts of convergence are used in the paper.

De�nition 5.3. A sequence uj P BV pDq converges weakly in BV pDq to limit u as j Ñ 8,
if uj and their distributional derivatives ∇uj satisfy

lim
jÑ8

||uj � u||L1pDq � 0 and

∇uj Ñ ∇u weakly in MpD,R2q as j Ñ 8.
De�nition 5.4. Let uj be a sequence in BV pDq. Then uj converges to u if and only if

lim
jÑ8

||uj � u||L1pDq � 0 and

lim
jÑ8

V pujq � V puq.

5.2 Identifying Discrete Vector To a Piecewise Con-

stant Function In Continuous Space

For simplicity the paper considers the continuous domain always as D � r0, 1s � r0, 1s �
R2. For a function u P D we have so far used the discrete approximation fn with a
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resolution n � n where n � 2j for some j P N. From now on I will switch to using fj in
order to be consistent with the paper [4]. So if fj is n � n image, then fj�1 is 2n � 2n
-image. Instead of approximating u with fj we can also approximate u with uj that is
de�ned in continuous space D which in many ways can be identi�ed with fj. This can be
constructed as follows.

Let Sj,k � D be a square r2�jk1, 2
�jpk1 � 1qs � r2�jk2, 2

�jpk2 � 1qs for all 0   ki ¤
2j, i P N. Now let Tj : L2pDq Ñ L2pDq be an operator that integrates over squares Sj,k to
constant values so that

pTjuq|intSj,k
� 1

|Sj,k|
»
Sj,k

upxqdx

where |Sj,k| � 1
22s

is the measure of the square Sj,k and pTjuq|intSj,k
refers to the restriction

of Tj to the same square. This is in other words a piecewise constant mean operator. If
we list the values of the squares to a vector we get fj.

It is important to notice a couple of details. Firstly Tj is not an injection so Tju =
Tjv for some u � v even if the inequality is essential and does not apply only in a zero
measured set. Also it is possible that Tju � Tku for j � k. This is closely related to the
fact that for some u it is possible to construct two discrete approximations which have
di�erent dimensionality from each other, but in some continuous sense they are the same
function and they share the normalized L2 norm and anisotropic TV seminorm values.

The equality of norm values does not restrict only in a situation with two di�erent
discretizations of u. Instead also the continuous approximation and the discrete approxi-
mation have such similarities. Firstly the L1 and L2 norms of Tju are exactly the same as
the L1 and L2 norms of fj. It is essential for this thesis that in addition of these norms,
the anisotropic TV -norm of fj is the same as the special anisotropic continuous total
variation of Tju de�ned above. We will come back to this after the next section, which
presents the theoretical convergence theorem.

5.3 The Convergence Theorem

The convergence theorem uses a functional S8 : BV pDq Ñ R de�ned by

S8puq � ||Au�m||2L2pΩq � α1||u||L1pDq � αV puq.

Then for each j P N a functional Sjpuq is given#
Sjpuq � S8puq, for u P RangepTjq
Sjpuq � 8, otherwise
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and the in�mums over functions u P BV are denoted as

s8 :� inf
u
S8puq,

sj :� inf
u
Sjpuq.

Now we are ready to present the actual theorem.

Theorem 5.5. Let A be a linear operator of kind either A or B.

A) A : L2pDq Ñ L2pΩq is compact and A : L1pDq Ñ D‘pΩq is continuous with some
open and bounded set Ω � R2.

B) A : L1pDq Ñ RM is bounded.

Let the functionals Sj, S8, sj and s8 be as de�ned above. Then the following hold:

(i) limjÑ8 � s8

(ii) There exists a minimizer ûj P arg minpSjq for all j P N.

(iii) There exists a minimizer û8 P arg minpS8q.
(iv) Any sequence ûj P arg minpSjq of minimizers has a subsequence ûjplq that con-

verges weakly in BV pDq to some limit w P BV pDq as l Ñ 8. Furthermore,
limlÑ8 V pûjplqq � V pwq.

(v) The limit w �: û8 in (iv) is a minimizer: û8 P arg minpS8q.

The proof of this theorem will not be presented here because it is long and is found
from the original paper [4].

5.4 The Idea Of The Method In Practice

Recall the general continuous model used in this thesis

ĝ � Au� e.

Here the vector dimensions of ĝ,Au and e are decided by the measurement process. The
same goes with Af in discrete case. However the dimensionality of f can be freely chosen.
This of course requires formulating A accordingly.
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The convergence theorem becomes practical in this particular situation if we just set α1

very small, as computationally we always deal with approximate values, then the theory
states that if α in the continuous problem

ûj � arg min
u
t||ATju� ĝ||22 � αTV pTjuqu,

is �xed and we reconstruct �ner reconstructions from the model so that j Ñ 8, the
reconstruction functions will converge to a limit image in a speci�c sense which includes
the convergence of anisotropic total variation TV pTjuq.

The multiresolution parameter method itself is to produce reconstructions with dif-
ferent resolutions for each parameter α and then choose the smallest α, which results to
reconstructions where the anisotropic TV seminorms do not depend signi�cantly from the
resolution. As we know that this value will converge, we want to �nd a value that at least
seems to be converged already. It is a practical tool, which has proven to be very useful in
X-ray tomography. The writers suggest that since the ill-posedness of X-ray tomography
leads to a signi�cant dependence between resolution n and the TV -norms, one should
�nd such α that at least stabilizes this dependence.

Simple image denoising equation however in the usual form is not ill-posed. The
equation becomes ill-posed when the reconstructions have higher dimensionality than the
original image. This ill-posedness is mild compared to the one of X-ray-tomography.
Constructing A is straightforward as the physical phenomenon of a digital photo is the-
oretically based on the pure number of photons hitting a sensor, so we can use a normal
mean value based downsampling matrix.

The singular values of downsampling matrix happen to be always exactly the down-
sampling scale value 1{k, which means that the pseudo-inverse singular values are all k.
Naive solution to fj � A�1�

j ĝ is therefore not particularily sensitive to noise as small
change in the measurements can not cause big changes in the naive reconstruction, but
they actually stay relative to the dimensionality n. And for more the naive solutions with
di�erent j happen to have exactly the same anisotropic TV -norm with each other, as they
basically are the same image. That is ||A�1�

j1
ĝ||TVaniso

� ||A�1�
j2

ĝ||TVaniso
for all j1, j2 P N.

There is no evidence that the method would prove useful in simple denoising problems.
In fact in this thesis I will show that without any modi�cation, it does not work at all.
This may seem like a downside for the method, but actually it gives additional insight
to the relation between the theory and the observations made in X-ray tomography and
probably also with other ill-posed problems. The theory only states that there is a limit
to the discretization sequence, but it of course does not say anything about the original
real life function. But it certainly gives a reason to think that the noise that is ampli�ed
because of the ill-posedness of the model might be under control as soon as the parameter
resulting to the somewhat converged TV seminorms is found.
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Chapter 6

MRPC In Image Denoising

In this chapter I will show that the multiresolution parameter choice method without
modi�cation can not be succesfully applied to simple image denoising problems. I will
also present the idea of shifting the image half a pixel horizontally and vertically proposed
by Samuli Siltanen in order to �nd a suitable regularization parameter value with MRPC.
Finally the results of the experiments with the shift technique will be reported.

6.1 Unsuitability Of MRPC Without Modi�cation In

Image Denoising

As mentioned earlier the MRPC does not work as such in image denoising. In order
to verify this we need to think what the continuous operator A actually does in image
denoising model. The operator always has two parts, the transformation part and the
discretization part. In image denoising the transformation is just the identity operator.
The discretization happens when the light sensors of the camera integrate the amount of
photons received to discrete values.

The problem of the practical method is that the limit minimizer s8 is actually sj0
where j0 refers to the dimensionality of the measurement so that ĝ P R2j0�2j0 . In practice
this leads to a situation, where with any �xed value α all reconstructions with �ner
resolution than the one of the measurement space produce exactly the same image with
exactly same total variation and the e�ects of the better resolution do not essentially exist.
With smaller resolution on the other hand the model looses deliberately measurement
information unlike in X-ray tomography where two X-ray measurements are redundant
only when the resolution is one pixel. Because the TV seminorm does not depend on
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resolution n ¥ nj0 at all, and because it is not sensible to use smaller ones, the comparison
of the regularization parameters α becomes impossible.

The simple reason for all this is, that our operator A is actually the camera and does
basically the same thing as the operator Tj0 so that Au � ATj0u. Also Tju � TjTj�1u.
This is a direct consequence of the properties of integral as for distinct sets A,B P X»

A1YA2

fdµ �
»
A1

fdµ�
»
A2

fdµ,

which means that each piecewise constant square can be integrated separately or in bigger
groups. So making �rst a �ner approximation of u and then more robust approximation
of the result is the same function than making the more robust approximation of the
original u itself. By induction we get ||Au � ĝ||22 � ||ATju � ĝ||22 � ||ATj0u � ĝ||22 for all
j ¥ j0.

The other major observation concerns the anisotropic seminorm of the grid-integrated
functions. For all j and arbitrary u P BV pDq, it stands that V pTjuq ¤ V pTj�1uq, which
will be proved later. By induction this leads to V pTj0uq ¤ V pTjuq for any j ¥ j0. Together
these observations lead to the inequality

||ATj0u� ĝ||22 � V pTj0uq ¤ ||ATju� ĝ||22 � V pTjuq,
which means that in order to minimize the energy function, we should always choose
j � j0.

As mentioned in chapter 5.2 the discrete anisotropic total variation of the discrete
approximation fn of u is exactly the same as the continuous anisotropic seminorm of Tnu.
This intuitive statement can be con�rmed with trivial calculations which I will leave to
the reader. An image fn with resolution n has exactly the same discrete anisotropic total
variation value than an image f2n with twice �ner resolution with pixel value fnpx, yq in
all corresponding four �ner pixels. Each jump between pixels is merely duplicated so the
normalization with a value twice as big will cancel the e�ects.

In this chapter we will identify the reconstruction images with their vector-presentations
and dynamically switch the view as suitable. Whenever the images are presented in for-
mulas, they are �attened to vectors so that the formulas become easy to read. However
it is convenient in some occasions to make statements of the two-dimensional grid presen-
tation of the image. Also n is considered as a power of two so fn refers to a n� n image
where n � 2j for some j P N.

Let f̂n P RN be a minimizer of

1

2
||Anfn � ĝ||22 � α||fn||TVaniso

.
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Consider h P Rn where pixels pk,l, pk�1,l, pk,l�1 and pk�1,l�1 with odd integers k, l have the

mean value of the same pixels in f̂n. Because An is a downsampling mean matrix, it is
obvious that Anf̂n � Anhn. That results to

1

2
||Anf̂n � ĝ||22 �

1

2
||Anhn � ĝ||22.

Now if I can prove that α||hn||TVaniso
¤ α||f̂n||TVaniso

, it becomes obvious, that hn is
also a minimizer of the energy function and because the minimizer is shown to be unique,
actually hn � fn.

Theorem 6.1. Let fn, hn P Rn be as above. The following inequality holds:

||hn||TVaniso
¤ ||f̂n||TVaniso

Proof. Apply two consequtive linear formations H and V (referring to horizontal and
vertical operations) to f̂n. H is a horizontal pairwise mean operator of an image and V is
vertical. One can easily verify that VHf̂n � HVf̂n � hn. These matrices are quite trivial
to produce. Now it is enough to show that

||Hf̂n||TVaniso
¤ ||f̂n||TVaniso

as the second operation is practically symmetric.
Taking horizontal pairwise means has e�ects on both the vertical and horizontal part

of the TV seminorm. First let us calculate the row wise change in horizontal TV. We
can divide H to single pairwise operations which are executed consequently. If we have a
pair of pixels with two dimensional indices pj, kq and pj, k � 1q where k is odd and their
respective values fi, fi�1 so that H transforms the values to pfi � fi�1q{2, we know that
this change will a�ect to three terms in the horizontal sum in the total variation. For
simplicity I will use one dimensional indexing and if fi is the on the left border of the
image, the terms |fi�1�fi| is considered zero. The same goes with fi�1 being on the right
border of the image. The three terms of the total variation after taking the mean are

|fi�1 � 1

2
pfi � fi�1q| � |1

2
pfi � fi�1q � 1

2
pfi � fi�1q| � |1

2
pfi � fi�1q � fi�2|

� |fi�1 � 1

2
pfi � fi�1q| � |1

2
pfi � fi�1q � fi�2|

� |pfi�1 � fiq � pfi � 1

2
pfi � fi�1qq| � |p1

2
pfi � fi�1q � fi�1q � pfi�1 � fi�2q|

¤ |fi�1 � fi| � |fi � 1

2
pfi � fi�1q| � |1

2
pfi � fi�1q � fi�1| � |fi�1 � fi�2|
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� |fi�1 � fi| � |1
2
pfi�1 � fiq| � |1

2
pfi � fi�1q| � |fi�1 � fi�2|

� |fi�1 � fi| � |fi � fi�1| � |fi�1 � fi�2|
which is exactly the three terms of the total variation before the transformation. So
horizontal part of the TV can only decrease with each operation.

In addition the vertical value of the pairwise terms after the whole operation H has
to be veri�ed smaller or equal than before the operaton. If we have a two by two grid
pj, kq � pj � 1, k � 1q with odd k and values fpj,kq, fpj,k�1q, fpj�1,kq, fpj�1,k�1q, with values
ul, ur, dl, dr where ul means the upper left pixel and so on, and the mean is taken over the
left and the right pixel, we notice that after the operation horizontal di�erences of those
pixels are

2|ul � ur
2

� dl � dr
2

|
� |ul � ur � dl � dr|
¤ |ul � dl| � |ur � dr|

which is the di�erence of the same pixels before the operation.

I have now proven that the minimizer of

1

2
||Anfn � ĝ||22 � α||fn||TVaniso

is always the same image as the minimizer of

1

2
||An{2fn{2 � ĝ||22 � α||fn{2||TVaniso

.

but only divided to a �ner grid. That is, we can safely reduce the dimensionality n by
two and have a solution which looks exactly same and also has the exact same total
variation with any α. This dividing can be continued until the dimension is the original
one. As MRPC -method relies on comparing the TV seminorms of the reconstructions
with di�erent resolutions, and since there is no change between them no matter what α
is chosen, it clearly is not suitable for the problem. This however might give some insight
to the reasons why the method is useful in ill-posed problems.

6.2 Modi�cation Of MRPC And Shifted Reconstruc-

tions

Samuli Siltanen came up with the idea that if the reconstruction of the image in image
denoising problem would be discretized with a grid that would be shifted half a pixel, then
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we might get the convergence phenomenon of �ner discretizations to be present. Because
the convergence point in the non-modi�cated case Tj0u is already achieved, we can not get
any information about the convergence with �ner resolution reconstructions and because
the use of smaller resolutions is deliberately loosing loads of actual information in the
model, we can not necessarily get information about the convergence with such method
either. However if we make reconstructions in discrete domains that are always shifted
half a pixel up and right and with di�erent di�erent resolutions we actually get a sequence
of discrete images that can be presented equivalently in continuous space in a reasonable
way and in that space they seem to converge. But the convergence theorem unfortunately
does not include this kind of sequence at all, and even if the method resembles MRPC, it
is still di�erent.

The operator Bp1q in the shifted model acts so that a pixel in measurement space
denoted by pBp1qf p1qqi,j is a mean of four pixels in the reconstruction space crossing the
same area of the image. So if Bp1qf p1q P Rn2

, then f p1q P Rpn�1q2 and operator Bp1q is a
matrix of size n2�pn�1q2. Accordingly operator Bp2q acts so that it takes a weighted sum
of nine pixels so that the pixels crossing the corners of a measurement space pixel, which
we call superpixel, will get a weight of 1

16
and the pixels crossing either only vertical or

only horizontal border of the superpixel get the weight of 1
8
. The center pixel will get the

weight of 1
4
. We can this way derive a general operator Bpkq and a reconstruction space

Rpkn�1q2 . In this thesis the general operator Bpkq is called the shifted superpixel operator
corresponding to the downsize factor k P N.

Note that Bp1q is actually just a normal two dimensional discrete convolution operator
with a 2� 2 normalized uniform kernel and a certain boundary condition that leaves out
the ambiguous values on the borders. This is a very basic blurring operation and the
tools for computing it can be found from many mathematical programming languages
like Matlab and Pythons Scipy -library. Blurring is often applied with kernels of size
2n � 1 � 2n � 1 for n P N, because with odd-sized kernels one can associate the pixels
in the resulting image with the pixels in the original image in a natural way. With the
introduced shifting operator Bp1q there is no such one to one correspondence between the
pixels of the signals before and after the operation, which goes in hand with the idea of a
domain shifting operator. The operators Bpkq for k ¥ 2 are relatively simple combinations
of blurring kernel convolution and downsampling by merely leaving out the majority of
resulting pixels.

The shifted model seems to have one undesirable property. It looks like the recon-
structions represent a larger domain than the actual image which corresponds normal
convolution operations with aforementioned boundary conditions. But this is actually
not the case. Instead the shifted reconstructions just do not discretize the continuous
space to equal sized discrete units. Even if the vectorized presentation of the reconstruc-
tion in some shifted space gives the impression of a bigger domain, we can normalize this
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space properly so that it still has the measure of one. The data term ||Bpkqf pkq � ĝ||22 be-
haves so that it uses proper weights for the pixels in the sides and corners. The weights in
the corners are all together 1

4k2
which is exactly the correct measure of the area. The sides

work equivalently with the weights 1
2k2

. All that is left, in order to get reconstructions
that can be compared numerically, is the proper normalization of the total variation by
weighting the di�erences between the border pixel values by two. The rendering of this
way discretized image vector can be �xed manually so that the border pixel values all get
correct areas in the image.

In calculations we consider the total variation of any shifted reconstruction as

||f ||TVa �
1

n

n2¸
i�1

pai|fi� � fi| � bi|fi� � fi|q

where #
ai � 1

2
, for fi in the �rst and last row of the image

ai � 1, otherwise

and respectively#
bi � 1

2
, for fi in the �rst and last column of the image

bi � 1, otherwise.

It is straightforward to show that this kind of normalization of the anisotropic total
variation is also convex. The terms in the anisotropic TV sum are separately convex as
for each i in the sum with two vectors f and g

|tfi� � p1 � tqgi� � ptfi � p1 � tqgiqq ¤ t|fi� � fi| � p1 � tq|gi� � gi|

with 0   t   1, which is the direct result of triangle inequality principle. Because positive
linear combination of convex functions is convex, we see immediately that TV itself is
convex and positive weights for any of the terms in the sum do not change this convexity.
Because we are using a general convex optimization algorithm, it is possible to execute
the computations by adding this way normalized TV to the toolbox. From now on I will
denote this biased total variation with TV�.

It is important to note that with identity matrix A, solving x from equation Ax � y
is not ill-posed whereas solving x from equation Bpkqx � y with the shifted operator Bpkq

is. There is no unique solution x for the latter equation. Therefore without regularization,
there are in�nite amount of minimizers of for example ||Bp1qx � 0||22. One minimizer for
square zero image would be a respectively shifted checker board with values 1 and �1.
So choosing very low value α does not even force non-negativity to the solution. With
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very small values of α a single black point in white background will produce oscillation
throughout the image. This is in fact desirable, because we can easily tell if parameter
α is small enough to allow something completely di�erent what should be expected from
the data. The normal reconstruction would still be stable and it would still show just the
single pixel dot which should always be considered as noise, which will be discussed in
the last chapter. The TV-values of these reconstructions would therefore be signi�cantly
di�erent, so there should be at least something to compare with.

6.3 The Convergence Of Shifted Reconstructions

Let matrix Bpkq : Rpnk�1q�pnk�1q Ñ Rn�n be the shifted superpixel operator presented in
previous chapter, f pkq P Rpnk�1q2 and f P Rn2

. Denote Spkqpf pkqq � αTV�pf pkqq�||Bpkqf pkq�
ĝ||, where TV� is the biased discrete anisotropic total variation and ĝ P Rn�n is a discrete
measurement. Let f̂k � minf pkqPRpnk�1q2 Spkqpf pkqq Now with any �xed α ¡ 0, the sequence

of minimized energy functions Spkqpf̂kq converges to
Spf̂q � min

fPRn2
tαTV pfq � ||f � ĝ||22u.

Proof. First note that the minimization of Spkq can be reduced to the normal superpixel
operator based problem by doubling the resolution and restricting the domain into a
suitable subspace. If we double the resolution of the shifted domain of size pnk � 1q �
pnk � 1q to 2pnk � 1q � 2pnk � 1q, we can represent any f pkq from the original domain as
f pk2q in this new domain. We have already shown that this process of trivially increasing
resolution does not a�ect any of the norms present in the problem. The task of minimizing
Spkq is therefore a restricted minimization task in the double resolution space. Bpkq is built
exactly the way that Bpkqf pkq � Apk2qf pk2q where Apk2q is the normal superpixel operator
from the double resolution space to the measurement space. Also the weighted total
variation is intentionally constructed to be equivalent to the normal anisotropic total
variation of the double resolution space. If we therefore restrict the minimization task
in this double resolution space to subspace Xk2 � R2pnk�1q�2pnk�1q, which consists only
those images that do not change value on the borders of superpixels, we will notice that
Spkqpf pkqq � αTV pf pk2qq � ||Apk2qf pk2q � ĝ||22.

Because a minimum over a subset can only be bigger than the minimum over the whole
set, we get

min
f pkqPRpn�1q2

Spkqpf pkqq � min
f pk2qPXk2

tαTV pf pk2qq � ||Apk2qf pk2q � ĝ||22u

¥ min
fPRp2pnk�1qq2

tαTV pfq � ||Apk2qf � ĝ||22u
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� min
fPRn2

tαTV pfq � ||f � ĝ||22u.

The last equality is the result of the unsuitability of MRPC in image denoising shown in
chapter 6.1.

Now there is at least one quite obvious sequence of vectors hpk2q P Xk2 which has certain
suitable convergence features. I will construct such sequence that ||hpk2q � f̂ pk2q||2 Ñ 0
and |TV phpk2qq � TV pf̂ pk2qq| Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8 where f̂ pk2q is the minimizer of the basic
unrestricted superpixel problem. The suitable hpk2q will be modi�ed f̂ pk2q so that a mean
is taken over even 2 � 2 squares crossing the boundaries of the superpixels. This vector
belongs to Xk2 , so

αTV phpk2qq � ||Apk2qhpk2q � ĝ||22 ¥ min
f pk2qPXk2

αTV pf pk2qq � ||Apk2qf pk2q � ĝ||22

¥ min
fPRn2

tαTV pfq � ||f � ĝ||22u.

We have already shown that the process of taking this kind of mean can only lower
the TV-value, so because f̂ is the minimizer of the sum, and TV phpk2qq ¤ TV pf̂ pk2qq, it
follows that the data term ||Apk2qhpk2q � ĝ||22 ¥ ||Apk2qf̂ pk2q � ĝ||22.

It is quite obvious that
lim
kÑ8

||hpk2q � f̂ pk2q||2 � 0,

as the weight of the border terms of each super pixel naturally goes to zero and the center
area producing zero terms in the di�erence sum grows.

Also the vertical and horizontal total variation di�erence between f̂ pk2q and hpk2q is
contributed only by the corners of superpixels. This can be justi�ed by knowing that f̂ pk2q

has value changes only between the superpixels, and dividing this jump to two half steps
resulted of the mean taking process does not change the total vertical or horizontal sum.
Only the terms which include the small pixels crossing the corners of the superpixels, will
contribute. The number of those corners and the values of the jumps stay the same in
the TV-sum, but their relative weight in the sum naturally vanishes with the dimension
increase. So it is obvious that

TV phpk2qq Ñ TV pf̂ pk2qq.

It then follows that

αTV phpk2qq � ||Apk2qhpk2q � ĝ||22 ÝÑ αTV pf̂k2q � ||Apk2qf̂ pk2q � ĝ||22
as

k Ñ 8
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and therefore the dominant sequence forces also the restricted sum

min
fPXk2

αTV pfq � ||Apk2qf � ĝ||22

to converge to

αTV pf̂ pk2qq � ||Apk2qf̂ pk2q � ĝ||22 � min
fPRn2

tαTV pfq � ||f � ĝ||22u.

Unfortunately the former does not prove that the minimizer sequence of the subset
Xk2 would converge in a corresponding sense. It only proves that the minimizer of the
energy function minimum converges. Based on only the former proof it would be possible
that the data term and the total variation term could oscillate between the limits of their
sum even if it seems obvious that this does not happen. We know that the minimizers
of the restricted problem have always constant areas in the growing middle area of the
superpixels and it seems very unlikely that these areas would not converge to the values
of the minimizer of the unrestricted version. This proof still gives us some valuable
information for interpreting the numerical values produced by the algorithm.

Another advantage of the proof arises from the limitations of the computational power.
Even with 512 � 512 pixel images which can be considered small the reconstructions
cannot be calculated with very big values of k as the dimension grows squared and the
computations becomes too heavy. From the theoretical proof we can approximate the
di�erence between Skphkq and the limit actually surprisingly well and it tells us the fast
convergence of the sum. This is also shown in the practical results, and it gives us insight
to the assumed separate convergence of the norms of the actual reconstructions.

Figure 6.1: α � 0.04, with k-values r1, 2, 4, 8, 16s

This assumed but not yet proved convergence to the non-shifted original resolution
limit image is clearly visible in the �gures 6.1, and 6.2. Figure 6.3, where di�erent rows
represent di�erent values of α, demonstrates also well the fact that the shifted original
resolution k � 1 behaves in a very di�erent way than the rest of the reconstructions, as it
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Figure 6.2: α � 0.04, with k-values r1, 2, 4, 8, 16s

has no super-pixels that could include even one whole small pixel which could compensate
the data term. The borders make a small exception with the possibility of compensating
the loss in the dataterm. The shifted reconstruction with k � 1 is highly sensitive to the
parameter value α, and because the model has no range constraints, for example the black
values can actually be negative so that choosing too small value α will result to rapidly
oscillating reconstructions outside the expected e�ective range of measured images as the
amount of measured photons can not be negative. The standard model never produces
values outside the interval between the maximum and the minimum values of the noisy
measurement which can easily be veri�ed.

The Total Variation values related to �gure 6.3.
k = 1 k = 2 k = 4 k = 8 k = 16 un-shifted

α � 0.005 64.864 16.029 11.130 9.582 8.794 8.112
α � 0.04 36.236 15.128 10.681 9.162 8.481 8.037
α � 0.1 19.839 13.784 10.064 8.674 8.216 7.908
α � 0.4 9.365 9.037 8.139 7.676 7.479 7.261
α � 1 6.246 6.314 6.323 6.175 6.084 5.969

However these images are so small, that one should be careful not to make too strong
conclusions based on them. The borders of the images may have signi�cant impact on the
results and yet the border pixels can be considered special cases as they do not cross the
borders of any superpixel in the measurement. In chapter 7 I will gather some numerical
results with signi�cantly bigger natural images.
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Figure 6.3: α � r0.005, 0.04, 0.1, 0.4, 1s, with k-values r1, 2, 4, 8, 16s and the unshifted
reconstructions. The an-isotropic total variation values are gathered in the table below.

6.4 The Di�culties Of De�ning a Practical Method For

Choosing Regularization Parameter By Mimicking

MRPC

Recall that for the grid operators Tj de�ned in chapter 5.2 it holds that RangepTjq �
RangepTj�1q. There is no equivalent relation in the shifted version. This will have a major
consequence in the behaviour of the reconstructions and the relations between them. One
single reconstruction space can not be considered more expressive than another. Moreover
the reconstructions with �xed parameter α do not even approximately respect any total
variation magnitude order, whereas in MRPC there seems to be such tendency.

The MRPC method needs a wide range of pre-selected values of α and a certain
threshold value as a signi�cance level ε for allowed normalized standard deviation of the
TV seminorms of di�erent reconstructions with �xed α. The chosen value will be the
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smallest one with which this threshold is met. Mathematically this can be written as:

arg min
α
t spĝαq
µpĝαq   εu,

where spĝαq is the standard deviation and µpĝαq is the mean of the total variation values
of the di�erent reconstructions of ĝ with a �xed α.

The method as such can be used for the shifted reconstructions. But practical exper-
iments show that this is not a good idea because the aforementioned standard deviation
values does not decrease monotonically as parameter α increases, so with for example
some α0, this value is very low, but with a stronger regularization parameter α1 we again
face a lot variation between the TV seminorms of the reconstructions. Fortunately we
can modify the de�nition to

αε � min
α0

t spĝαq
µpĝαq   ε when α ¡ α0u.

One might argue, that we still have to choose the threshold value instead of the
parameter α, so nothing useful has been gained. However that is not the case if the
suggested threshold value is considerably more general than α. In the best case scenario,
we could �nd a satisfying way to choose parameter α regardless of the noise intensity and
the actual function so that the same threshold value could be used with measurements of
di�erent targets with di�erent noise levels.

The former method does have major theoretical di�culties. If we try to choose αε
from an open interval p0,8q instead of a discrete set of values, we have to change the
minimum to in�mum, and we have not proved that there exists any �nite value for that.
For more it is not very practical. Complicated reconstructions with high dimensionality is
computationally very expensive and yet the image denoising task as such is quite simple.
Therefore I will not try to present an actual method but instead run computational
experiments with shifted reconstructions. I will however use the aforementioned method
and three kinds of reconstructions as a starting point for perceiving the data.
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Chapter 7

The Computational Results Of Shifted

Reconstructions

The reconstruction spaces that are used in this chapter are the standard reconstruction
space and the shifted reconstruction spaces with values k � 1 and k � 2. Bigger values
of k would produce unreasonably heavy computations. I will �rst concentrate on the
behaviour of the reconstructions with very small regularization parameter α. In section
7.3 I will study a few selected images with real noise and show charts of the TV-norms
of di�erent reconstructions and always state the normalized standard deviation between
the reconstructions with �xed α for each noisy image.

7.1 The Imageset

Most of the images used in this thesis where shot with Canon EOS 5D Mark IV digital
camera with varying ISO-values and exposure time. The original RGB-images had the
width of 6720 and the height of 4480 pixels. The images used in computations are cropped
512�512 parts of them for computational reasons. The RGB-images where also �attened
to greyscale with rgb2gery -function in Matlab 2016.

The noise in the images is the result of photo shooting with big ISO-values and long
exposure time. No arti�cial noise where added to them. A closer view to the images
show that the di�erence between the real and arti�cial independent Gaussian noise is not
trivial which can be seen from �gure 7.1. One noticeable di�erence is for example that the
actual noise does not seem to be pixel-wise independent. The ground truth for real noise
images is always completely another image from the same object in the same position.
However the images are not taken at the same time so there are always small di�erences
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between the unknown ground truth and the separately taken ground truth image. This is
especially the case with the image of an eye because it is practically impossible to control
the iris and pupil changes.

"ground truth" real noise added gaussian noise

Figure 7.1: di�erence between real and arti�cial gaussian noise

It is important to stress that the observations presented in this chapter should by
no means considered as the result of quantitative research. Another important issue to
keep in mind is that whenever more than one visual image is presented in a �gure, it is
impossible to keep the resolution as is with images of size 512 � 512. The format of the
thesis is not optimal to represent accurate digital images. The visual comparison sheets
like in �gure 7.2 are for robust illustrations for the reader and whenever more accurate
pixel-wise information is needed for side by side comparison, I will present zoomed versions
of the images like in �gure 7.3.

7.2 The Behaviour Of the Reconstructions With Small

Regularization Parameter Value

When the regularization parameter α is very small, for example α � 0.01, it seems that
the aforementioned oscillating behaviour of the small fake images is indeed present with
the real larger images when k is one. This leads to very big TV seminorms compared to
the normal denoising reconstruction which of course also has a large TV seminorm as the
reconstruction is still noisy. When k � 2, the TV-value is not nearly as big as with k � 1,
but it is still somewhat bigger than the one of the unshifted reconstruction. For example
with the image of the eye in �gure 7.2 the ISO-value 25600 and α � 0.01 the TV-values
in descending order are 162.683, 44.325 and 34.291.
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Figure 7.2: α � 0.01, reconstructions with k-values 1 and 2 and the unshifted recon-
struction. The anisotropic total variation values are 162.683, 44.325 and 34.291. The
unstable behaviour of the shifted reconstruction is probably caused by too small α with
mismatching pixels with the measurement and the absence of non-negativity constraint.
The pictures are not accurate and the visual information depends on the screen resolution,
pdf zoom size and other factors.

The oscillation in the k � 1 reconstructions should not be considered as a �aw but
as an interesting phenomenon that may carry actual meaningful infoinformation. The
frequency of it is always the frequency of sampling and for more it is spatially dependent.
We happen to know that there should be a strong frequency component in the noise in
the same frequency because of the physical measuring process.

Figure 7.3: The zoomed α � 0.01 reconstructions. The separate pixels should be visible
with this small images. Keep in mind that there is no constraints of the values, and
actually many of the black spots represent negative values.

It turns out that if we apply this same method to the low-noise ground truth, which is
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k � 1

k � 2

unshifted

Figure 7.4: Part of one row from the α � 0.01 reconstructions from around the pupil.
The y-axis presents the reconstruction pixel values. The oscillation is present as well as
the fact that the values go beyond zero and one, which are the actual normalized limits
of pixel minimum and maximum -values.

in this case a di�erent image from the same target with much less noise, the reconstruction
with k � 1 is much more stable. There is still one part in the image that causes strong
oscillation. When the lamp re�ecting from the pupil causes a very sudden horizontal jump
between somewhat constant black and white areas, the reconstruction starts oscillating.
This is also an issue that we will discuss in the conclusions section.

Another interesting thing is that the shifted k � 2 reconstruction actually looks like
a better quality version of the original image. It is a successful up-sampling produced by
using the simple an-isotropic TV. The values of the minimizer tend to stay within the
actual pixel value limits. Of course basic up-sampling can also be done with isotropic
total variation, but it is not rotation invariant.
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Figure 7.5: The zoomed α � 0.01 reconstructions computed from the ground truth. The
un-shifted reconstruction is almost the ground truth itself as the minimizer mainly cares
about the di�erences between them. Still the reconstruction with k � 1 has the discussed
interesting phenomenon around the pupil. The shifted k � 2 reconstruction looks like a
successful up-sampled image.

k � 1

k � 2

unshifted

Figure 7.6: Part of one row from the α � 0.01 ground truth reconstructions from around
the pupil.

Next I will present some statistical results which can be used in order to evaluate
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whether some kind of choosing method could be extracted from the reconstructions.

7.3 Statistics And Visualizations Of The Reconstruc-

tions

The �rst table is calculated from the image of an eye with ISO-value 6400. I have chosen
a spectrum of values α by �rst searching which values are approximately in the range of
possibly interesting phenomena and then taking some more samples around the points
that seem to be particularly interesting and could indicate that something meaningful is
happening at those values. This is why the values α in the �rst chart are neither linearly
nor exponentially spaced.

The most obvious thing to notice is that vertically the TV seminorms descend, which
is also a theoretical fact. Secondly with small value of α both shifted reconstructions
have bigger TV seminorms than the normal reconstruction. After certain value α0 the
situation becomes the opposite. The same goes between the two resolutions of shifted
reconstructions. The point seems to be somewhere around α � 10

2
3 � 4.64.

Also around that point the standard deviation takes a big leap downwards and we
have no guaranteed lower limit for it. When parameter α keeps increasing, the standard
deviation jumps up again. Again we have no guarantees that this kind of oscillation would
stop after some particular value α0.
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Eye ISO6400
k = 1 k = 2 un-shifted normalized

standard
deviation

α � 10�2 346.995 71.801 46.966 1.723
α � 10�1 159.995 68.841 46.370 0.656
α � 100 57.471 52.276 40.668 0.172
α � 100.25 40.273 42.077 36.339 0.074
α � 100.33 35.239 38.188 34.415 0.055
α � 100.5 26.343 30.212 29.795 0.074
α � 100.67 19.216 22.713 24.290 0.118
α � 100.75 16.351 19.390 21.352 0.132
α � 101 10.349 11.750 13.172 0.120
α � 101.13 9.987 8.323 9.151 0.091
α � 101.2 8.691 7.458 8.077 0.076
α � 101.25 7.879 6.889 7.394 0.067
α � 101.33 6.040 6.407 6.734 0.054
α � 101.67 3.669 3.764 3.844 0.023
α � 102 2.560 2.580 2.594 0.007
α � 102.33 1.919 1.926 1.931 0.003
α � 102.67 1.436 1.439 1.440 0.001
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k � 1 un-shifted

Figure 7.7: Small regularization can produce signi�cant variance in the total variation
values of di�erent reconstructions. From top to bottom the values are α � 10�2, α � 10�1

and α � 1 responding standard deviation values are 1.723, 0.656 and 0.172.
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k � 1 un-shifted

Figure 7.8: The standard deviation values go under 10 percent for a while. The noise
is still somewhat strong, but the two di�erent reconstructions do not look considerably
di�erent with each other. From top to bottom the values are α � 100.25, α � 100.33 and
α � 100.5 responding standard deviation values are 1.723, 0.656 and 0.172.
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k � 1 un-shifted

Figure 7.9: The standard deviation values go up again. After the peak in the center image
where the value is 0.132 starts the �nal convergence and the lowest image with 0.120 looks
already quite good. From top to bottom the values are α � 100.66, α � 100.75 and α � 10
responding standard deviation values are 1.723, 0.656 and 0.172.
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k � 1 un-shifted

Figure 7.10: In these images the noise is not considerable anymore. From top to bottom
the values are α � 101.13, α � 101.2 and α � 101.25 responding standard deviation values
are 1.723, 0.656 and 0.172.
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k � 1 un-shifted

Figure 7.11: The images responding to threshold values around 2 percent seem to be a
bit over-regularized although it is a matter of subjective opinions. From top to bottom
the values are α � 101.33, α � 101.66 and α � 102 responding standard deviation values
are 1.723, 0.656 and 0.172.
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By merely looking at the �rst full image set one has to decide the threshold value ε.
My subjective choice would be somewhere around 0.091 which suggests that α should be
somewhere around 101.13 � 13.49 presented in �gure 7.12. Someone else would choose
a di�erent value, but it is not a big issue because as long as we are consistent with the
choice we can examine how di�erent noise levels and picture targets behave with that
same threshold value. Keeping this in mind I will �rst show the results of the same image
with a higher level of noise. The following table shows statistics related to the same target
with ISO value of 25600 in a logarithmic scale.

eyeISO25600
TV k = 1 k = 2 un-shifted normalized

std
α � 10�2 376.981 88.608 61.395 0.996
α � 10�1.67 300.32 87.547 61.324 0.875
α � 10�1.33 240.89 86.742 61.172 0.75
α � 10�1 193.582 85.63 60.842 0.623
α � 10�0.67 154.992 83.534 60.133 0.496
α � 10�0.33 121.976 79.389 58.618 0.373
α � 100 91.938 71.572 55.489 0.25
α � 100.33 63.414 58.409 49.38 0.125
α � 100.67 37.096 40.165 38.545 0.04
α � 101 17.472 21.237 23.312 0.143
α � 101.33 7.771 8.971 10.103 0.13
α � 101.67 4.017 4.228 4.439 0.05
α � 102 2.644 2.678 2.707 0.012

With more noise on the image we will end up having a di�erent table with which
the method chooses stronger regularization. This time the same threshold value 0.091
would indicate that the chosen parameter value should be around α � 101.49. The image
responding to it is in �gure 7.13.

This simple one image target the test produces the correct behaviour that with stronger
noise it chooses heavier regularization. Next I will present the statistics with the same log-
arithmic scale with images of di�erent targets and show the reconstruction with threshold
value of 0.091.
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α � 101.13

Figure 7.12: The reconstruction of the full image of the ISO6400 eye with 0.091 threshold
value leading to α � 101.13. The small image on the left is a part of the original noisy
image the small image on the right is a part of the shifted respective reconstruction.
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α � 101.49

Figure 7.13: The reconstruction of a signi�cantly noisy image with 9.1 percent threshold
value leading to α � 101.49. The tips of the eyelashes are already lost, but with total
variation based regularization they unfortunately will be lost anyway whenever we have
strong enough regularization to get rid of the noise of this level. A part of the original
image is on the left and a part of the shifted reconstruction is on the right. By choosing
α � 101 the ISO6400-image will still have quite sharp tips, and there is no signi�cant
noise anymore, but the same value is not enough to regularize the ISO25600-image.
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matchesISO12800
TV k = 1 k = 2 un-shifted normalized

std
α � 10�2 416.848 86.956 57.226 1.067
α � 10�1.67 325.859 85.979 57.15 0.944
α � 10�1.33 255.556 85.166 56.986 0.81
α � 10�1 199.91 83.943 56.633 0.67
α � 10�0.67 154.316 81.567 55.873 0.525
α � 10�0.33 115.867 76.807 54.247 0.379
α � 100 82.085 67.732 50.886 0.233
α � 100.33 51.941 52.457 44.306 0.092
α � 100.67 26.643 32.284 32.667 0.11
α � 101 10.551 13.998 16.987 0.233
α � 101.33 5.231 5.719 6.417 0.103
α � 101.67 3.981 4.046 4.117 0.017
α � 102 3.251 3.27 3.286 0.005

matchesISO1600
TV k = 1 k = 2 un-shifted normalized

std
α � 10�2 119.871 34.148 23.265 0.895
α � 10�1.67 94.736 33.621 23.196 0.765
α � 10�1.33 74.263 33.013 23.05 0.625
α � 10�1 57.289 31.948 22.734 0.479
α � 10�0.67 42.765 29.888 22.054 0.331
α � 10�0.33 30.116 26.083 20.625 0.186
α � 100 19.254 20.037 17.89 0.057
α � 100.33 11.104 12.886 13.437 0.098
α � 100.67 6.926 7.657 8.377 0.095
α � 101 5.332 5.484 5.631 0.027
α � 101.33 4.457 4.494 4.525 0.008
α � 101.67 3.826 3.837 3.845 0.002
α � 102 3.194 3.199 3.202 0.001
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α � 101.355

Figure 7.14: With the threshold of 9.1 the image of the matches with ISO12800 does not
seem to be strong enough in order to completely discard the noise. The cropped sample
of the shifted reconstruction on the top right corner looks stable. On the top left there is
a sample of the original noise levels.
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α � 100.68

Figure 7.15: The threshold of 9.1 the image of the matches with ISO1600. Again the
noise seems to be present and the shifted reconstruction is stable. The small images are
placed respectively to the previous image.
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pcbISO12800
TV k = 1 k = 2 un-shifted normalized

std
α � 10�2 367.49 83.076 62.034 0.998
α � 10�1.67 285.321 82.044 61.974 0.863
α � 10�1.33 223.16 81.276 61.846 0.721
α � 10�1 174.989 80.226 61.569 0.576
α � 10�0.67 137.09 78.275 60.974 0.433
α � 10�0.33 106.238 74.488 59.708 0.297
α � 100 80.375 67.616 57.138 0.17
α � 100.33 58.718 56.95 52.298 0.059
α � 100.67 41.789 44.099 44.264 0.032
α � 101 31.132 32.933 34.16 0.047
α � 101.33 25.308 25.872 26.256 0.018
α � 101.67 21.128 21.248 21.327 0.005
α � 102 16.797 16.792 16.812 0.001
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α � 101.698

Figure 7.16: The threshold of 9.1 percent the image of the pcb with ISO12800 is still
considerably noisy and the shifted reconstruction on the right down does not seem to be
totally stable. Small cropped part on the left shows the original noise levels.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

As we saw in chapter 6.1, in anisotropic total variation based image denoising the MRPC
method can not be used as such. However the method presented later in the same chapter
6.4 which relies on non-standard shifted reconstructions of images did seem to produce
some meaningful information about the noisy images. By forcing the computational
model to be ill-posed we possibly revealed some important phenomena related to the
ill-posedness of the problem of recovering the gradient of a noiseless signal from a noisy
measurement. Especially notable was the strong oscillation in the shifted reconstructions
with no upsampling.

The presented examples suggest that the method might perform well with a single
target with di�erent amounts of noise. Also the additional results, that could not be
presented here, supported this point of view. But making this kind of conclusions would
require a lot of further quantitative research. Unfortunately the visual results acquired in
the previous chapter also indicate that the presented method does not perform well with a
�xed regularizing parameter α for images of totally di�erent targets. This conclusion is of
course purely subjective. My personal opinion is that the textural appearance of the noise
for example in the image of matches in �gure 7.14 is signi�cantly smoother than it is in
the image of a PCB in �gure 7.16. The latter image seems to have too small regularizing
parameter value. These images are both reconstructed from photographs taken in the
same place and with same lightning conditions and camera settings.

In the numerical results there seems to be a single local maximum in the mapping from
parameter value α to the normalized standard deviation of the anisotropic total variation
seminorms of reconstructions with di�erent reconstruction spaces. This local maximum
should be analysed further. Firstly we should pay attention to the fact that the standard
reconstruction space can present the noisy data as such, and so with very small values of
α the total variation of the standard reconstruction is approximately same as the total
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variation of the measurement. Actually it is easy to verify that the total variation of
the standard reconstruction is always smaller or equal than the total variation of the
measurement. On the other hand, the measurement can not be perfectly presented in the
shifted domain, except when it is constant. This usually leads to a situation where in order
to �t Bk f̂k to the measurement data, the non-standard reconstructions with upsampling
factor k � 1 have to oscillate. If k is greater than one, the same �tting is achieved by high
and low peaks inside of a super pixel. Both, the oscillation and peaks, increase the total
variation of a signal, so with small values of α, the standard reconstruction usually has
a considerably smaller total variation seminorm than the non-standard reconstructions.
The local minimum is achieved, because the non-standard reconstructions tend to have
smaller total variation seminorms when the value of α exceeds a certain threshold, and
because this threshold point seems to be approximately same for both used non-standard
models. This tendency is for now just an observed phenomenon, and it remains unsolved,
whether it is a result of some theoretical facts. Naturally standard deviation is very small
at this point, after which it starts increasing for a while as the value of α increases and
reaches the local maximum before the �nal convergence.

The overall behaviour of the mapping from value α to the normalized standard devi-
ations mentioned earlier is indeed hard to analyse before we have any con�rmation that
there is grounds for a claim that the value of parameter α in the standard denoising model
and the respective value of α in the modi�ed model are somehow theoretically even closely
related. The practical value of a method that is computationally heavy and performs well
only when producing reconstructions of a �xed target with di�erent levels of noise is ques-
tionable. It certainly would be more valuable to �nd phenomenona that could lead to a
method for actually automatically analysing the total variation of the target and separate
it from the noise. The oscillation of the shifted reconstructions with no up sampling is
for example very promising.

The experiments indeed raise many ideas. One such is that we can generalize the idea
of making reconstructions with di�erent resolutions to all kinds of di�erent discretizations
of the domain. It is reasonable to expect that since the properties of the unknown function
stay same, so should the properties of the reconstructions also stay same. This should
of course apply only if the discretizations are also reasonable themselves in the sense
that they are able to present such properties at all. Making for example a one pixel
reconstruction of a noisy image is obviously not. The more general idea could be useful
especially in image denoising.

In image denoising the noise has often a strong pixel-wise independent component,
even if it also has non independent factors. However the unknown real world function
does not respect the behaviour of the measurement device. By breaking the discretiza-
tion of the measurement device as we are doing with shifting the domain, we can get
separate information about the noise as it can not be presented independently any more.
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The actual image with continuous domain on the other hand does not care about the
discretization. It is enough that the discretization has the capabilities to present the
function with reasonable accuracy. It is practically impossible to take a picture of a very
small checkerboard so, that each of the squares would hit in their own pixel. It is more
reasonable to consider the resolution in question too small for the checkerboard than try
to spend hours and hours adjusting the camera-position. This kind of analysis unfortu-
nately does not apply to a noise with lower frequency which may very well be presentable
with very di�erent reconstruction spaces.

Let us forget noise for a while and think about a very simple image with a vertical
border between two constant areas. We are expected to have a measurement which has
those constant areas and one sudden vertical jump. The odds that the jump would take
place exactly between two pixel rows is theoretically zero like it was with the case of
the checkerboard. So even if the jump is sudden, it should not be unnaturally sudden.
Making then a rotated reconstruction also should have the same sudden jump. If we use
the image as such as a reconstruction, which we are doing when we think that no noise
removal is needed, the rotation can be mimicked just by rotating the camera so that the
border becomes diagonal. Of course the picture still has a sudden jump if the camera
resolution is big enough. This is exactly what the natural jump means.

So then what happens if the image has somewhat pixel-wise independent noise? Ob-
viously totally independent noise has the unnatural change of value with respect to the
target. It will be disturbed if the reconstruction is a rotated one. So we can think that the
pixel-wise independent noise can not be presented naturally with rotation and shifting,
whereas the actual function can, if the reconstruction space is reasonable. One might ar-
gue that the target might have exactly same kind of behaviour as the noise, but even if it
would, the odds that the behaviour would hit exactly to the limits of pixels is practically
and even theoretically zero if we assume a non-discrete reality with a possibility to move
arbitrary small distances. Therefore even very rapid sudden random change in the target
is either not at all presentable with the measurement resolution, or it will not hit exactly
the pixel areas, whereas the pixel-wise independent noise does. If we force di�erent kinds
of reconstructions to have somewhat equal behaviour, we can at least expect that this
behaviour is not rounding errors or noise resulting from the sample-rate of the measure-
ment device. The reconstructions of course might miss some essential small details of the
target, but we can accept that the resolution is not good enough for these details even if
the measurement every now and then might manage to capture them by chance.

Another idea raises from the speci�c rare situation that we face with these kinds of
non-standard image denoising models. The models actually always produce two recon-
structions. One is the non-standard reconstruction f� itself and the other one is the image
Af� inside the data term. I will start calling Af� a co-projection of f� in the model as it
is a projection if we identify the domain and codomain of a discrete model with Ω � R2
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like we have done before in this thesis. With the shifted model this means that both the
minimizer f̂k and the slightly blurred 6.2 co-projection Bkpf̂kq are both images that ap-
proximate the continuous function u P Ω. It is not usual, that an inverse problem model
has this kind of property. It goes beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate the full
possibilities that such models o�er, but some ideas are discussed.

It was earlier mentioned in this chapter that the connection between the values of
regularization parameter α in the used di�erent non-standard denoising models is not
obvious. However the reconstructions f̂k and Bk f̂k are certainly connected as they are
produced with the same minimization process with �xed α. The grid integrator Bk ensures
that ||Bk f̂k||TVaniso

¤ ||f̂k||TVaniso
. But if the sensitivity of the non standard model to the

noise is settled, the total variation seminorms ||Bk f̂k||TVaniso
and ||f̂k||TVaniso

should not
be considerably di�erent. We might even �nd an approximation, how much two di�erent
discrete approximations of the same continuous signal should vary in a given task. The
approximation might be easier to do with bigger upsampling factors k, because bigger
factors can be associated with narrower blurring kernels. Or at least we can just decide to
make a requirement to the accepted di�erence. This way we could estimate what the total
variation of the original signal should be and use that information for �nding a correct
α in the standard denoised reconstruction. On the other hand, if k equals one, all this
comparison could possibly be made by applying convolution with two by two blurring
kernel to the standard reconstruction and observe how much the total variation decreases
in this process even though the boundaries would cause some problems, which are already
handled in the shifted model. Recall that two by two kernel leads to a process which
essentially leaves out half of each pixel on the borders of the image. At least if k is greater
than one, the suggested comparison method might produce meaningful information, which
can not be acquired with standard reconstruction.

In chapter 7.2 I pointed out that making reconstructions with shifted operator B2

seemed to perform well as a non-standard denoising upsampling method. In addition I
found out that using the co-projections B1f̂1 and B2f̂2 themselves as reconstructions will
produce images with visual properties, which make them in some situations look even
better to me than the standard reconstructions. They are of course softer as they are
results of convolution with blurring kernel, but unlike L2-based regularization methods,
they do not fail to represent signals with large constant areas and sudden jumps. The
visual results seem to look more natural than the standard denoised image, if the target
of the image has areas with smooth variation. In standard total variation based image
denoising model, the sudden jumps in smooth areas are usually not desirable. As an
illustration I included a sample sheet below in �gure 8.2.

The aforementioned possibility to generally use the co-projection Af̂ in an inverse
problem model as a tool by viewing it as a reconstruction of the measurement o�ers
various further speculative possibilities. There are other kinds of inverse problems, that
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Figure 8.1: The original noisy measurement ĝ is shown in the upper left corner. The
reconstructions are all computed with a �xed α � 1

1000
. The images in the upper row from

left to right are the measurement ĝ , the shifted reconstruction with no upsampling f̂1,
and the shifted reconstruction with upsampling f̂2. The images in the lower row from left
to right are the standard reconstruction f̂ , the co-projection B1f̂1, and the co-projection
B2f̂2. The standard reconstruction is very similar to the co-projections, and they are all
pretty much copies of the noisy signal, which is a consequence of the surjective matrices
B1 and B2, but the non-standard reconstructions are very di�erent from their respective
co-projections. It is clear that the convolution will reduce dramatically the variation of
the signal especially when k � 1 whereas in �gure 8.2 the change is not so obvious and
the co-projection B1f̂1 clearly represent the same image as the respective reconstruction
f̂1. For example the total variations of f̂ , f̂1 and B1f̂1 are respectively 16.8147, 105.0657
and 16.7889.
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Figure 8.2: The reconstructions are all computed with a �xed α � 10. The images in
the upper row from left to right are the measurement ĝ , the shifted reconstruction with
no upsampling f̂1, and the shifted reconstruction with upsampling f̂2. The images in the
lower row from left to right are the standard reconstruction f̂ , the co-projection B1f̂1, and
the co-projection B2f̂2. It is a bit surprising how similar the standard reconstruction is
compared with the co-projections even with this strong regularization. However, the exact
numerical connection between f̂ , f̂1 and f̂2 is not clear, but the connection between the
images on top of each other on the right and in the middle is obvious as the lower is always
a linear transformation of the upper. For example the total variations of f̂ , f̂1 and B1f̂1

are respectively 8.0720, 7.6887 and 7.5893. Note that with this strong regularization, the
standard reconstruction has the highest value, which might be important, but it might
also be just an unimportant phenomenon originating from the rate of decrease of the
mappings from α to the total variation values in inverse models with di�erent levels of
complexity.
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might bene�t for it. If we know that the measurement should be smooth, like in X-ray
tomography, we might be able to pre-process the measurement �rst by denoising it with
this convolution based model and a small regularization parameter. If we only apply
enough regularization to force f̂k to have for example natural constraints, which are the
result of the measurement device and then use the convoluted Bk f̂k as a starting point
for the actual process, we make sure that this starting point is smoother than the original
measurement. Note that this di�ers from a process where one applies the convolution
to the measurement and then uses the result as a starting point for the actual desired
reconstruction, as then one also calculates the noise as a part of the smoothed image.
It is impossible to say beforehand if there is a big di�erence in practice, or is the idea
useful at all. The regularization method does not even have to be the same for the two
phases. We might want to use some other regularization method in the pre-processing
when we have certain apriori knowledge about the measurement space, but use for example
total variation with the actual inversion problem that we are dealing with. The apriori
knowledge about the wavy measurement sinograms is indeed somehow di�erent from the
apriori knowledge about the reconstructions.

The core of the former idea was to use the co-projection in the data term as a general
tool. There is a very nice property in the co-projections in the data term of models with
di�erent discretizations. They are always easy to compare, whereas the reconstructions
in di�erent discrete spaces are not. If we try to compare for example a simple denoising
reconstruction in a standard reconstruction space to a reconstruction in a rotated discrete
space, and use anisotropic total variation as a regularization method, we face a lot of
di�culties. Anisotropic total variation favours vertical and horizontal lines, and in rotated
space these lines will be diagonal. If we want to inspect what their average or di�erence
image would be, we notice that it is somewhat impossible without increasing the resolution
in�nitely. However it is trivial to investigate the di�erence or average of their co-projection
images. If the di�erence between them is not small, the reconstructions will probably not
be good representations of the unknown function. We can set a necessary although not
su�cient requirement.

To summarize, these experiments have not answered to many questions but they have
raised a lot of new ones which can be considered non-trivial. The experiments have also
produced new types of reconstructions that I personally liked such as the co-projection just
mentioned and the anisotropic upsampled and shifted reconstructions. I �nd the general
idea of di�erent discretizations of the reconstruction space together with the comparison
of the reconstructions and their co-projections to the measurement space particularly
interesting �elds of study. In further research I am planning to concentrate on just shifting
the reconstruction space di�erent amounts both vertically and horizontally as this is the
task that I was given by professor Samuli Siltanen. It is also far more straightforward
than for example the rotation of the domain.
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